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SHRIMATI MARGARET ALVA : Madam, 
we have seen the newspaper reports this 
morning, about the proposed American action 
against the ISRO and the Russian Space 
Agency. We have received confirmation 
officially, just a couple of hours ago, that these 
reports are correct. We will need some time to 
study the imple-cations of the proposed action 
and to respond to the situation in an 
appropriate manner. I do appreciate the 
unanimity with which all sections of this 
House, cutting across party lines, have 
expressed their concern over this action, and 
the manner in which the Members have 
expressed their views. We share their concern 
over this action and 1 wish to assure the 
House, on behalf of the Government, that we 
will do all, that is necessary to protect our 
national honour, interest and freedom of 
choice. While reiterating the fact that the 
Indian Space Programme has always been a 
peaceful one, I wish to say that our scientists 
are quite capable of meeting the challenge 
posed to them. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : Now we will 
take up the Calling Attention to matter of 
urgent public importance. Mr. Baby has 
announced we are dispensing with the lunch 
hour, not the lunch. People can go and have 
lunch, those who have not had it; and others 
can joint them. 

 
THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN : Generally 

when we have a Calling Attention, we don't 
have Special Mentions, but as a special 
consideration, seeing the seriousness of the 
situation,  the  Chairman permitted it  and 

1 also allowed many other people. Now I call 
upon the hon. Minister to make his 
statement.  

 
Today you have to call, not me. 

CALLING ATTENTION TO A MATTER 
OF URGENT PUBLIC IMPORTANCE 

Prevailing Drought Conditions in 
Differentparts of the Country and the Action 

taken by Government in Regard Thereto  

 

[The  Vice-Chairman,  (Shri  M.  A.  Baby), 
In the Chair] 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE (SHRI K. 
C. LENKA): Sir, During the Southwest 
Monsoon (June—September), 1991, 28 
Meteorological sub-divisions out of the total 
number of 35 sub-divisions in the country 
experienced excess or normal rainfall. 7 
meteorological sub-divisions experienced 
deficient rainfall, and there was no scanty 
rainfall situation in any sub-division. Monsoon 
rainfall was very good over peninsula, good 
over North-East India, West Bengal, Orissa, 
Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat region and the 
Islands Territories and satisfactory in the 
remaining parts of the country, except Jammu 
and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, Hills of West 
Uttar Pradesh, Haryana, Rajasthan, Saurashtra 
and Kutch, which remained deficient. 

Even though the total rainfall for the 
country as a whole during the four month 
monsoon was 92% of the long period average 
value, its advance beyond the peninsula was 
late by about three weeks. This resulted in dry 
spells in some parts of the North and North-
West India. 
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During the North-East Monsoon (Octo-
ber—December) 1991, 24 meteorological sub-
divisions remained deficient or scanty in 
rainfall. During Winter (January— February). 
1992, 21 meteorological subdivisions again 
received deficient or scanty rainfall. 

During the South-West monsoon 1991, out 
of 410 meteorological districts in the country, 
263 districts experienced excess or normal 
rainfall and 127 experienced deficient or 
scanty rainfall. The districts with deficient or 
scanty rainfall were predominently in the 
States of Bihar, Gujarat, Haryana, Himachal 
Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, 
Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh. 

Delay in monsoon had affected sowing and 
transplantation of kharif crop, particularly in 
Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and Haryana. The dry 
spells in the late Southwest monsoon in 
October, 199i resulted in withering of crops 
and shrivelling of grains, adversely affecting 
the yield of standing crops, especially in above 
States and Maharashtra. As a result, 
production of kharif crops, especially 
foodgrains is roughly estimated to be lower by 
about 5-6 million tonnes as compared to 
previous year. The early withdrawal of 
monsoon also affected the planting of rabi 
crops in the States of Rajasthan, Madhya 
Pradesh and Maharashtra. The cotton crop in 
the States of Maharashtra, Gujarat and Madhya 
Pradesh has also been marginally affected. The 
final estimates of rabi foodgrains production 
for 1991-92 have not yet become due. 
However, according to the present assessment, 
the production of foodgrains during the 
ongoing rabi season is expected to be 
somewhere between 77 to 79 million tonnes 
against the last year's production of 76.3 
million tonnes. 

The erratic nature of South-West Monsoon 
which  is the life-line for the kharif crop in 
most parts of the country, has resulted in 
drought conditions in parts of the States of 
Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, 
Rajasthan and Karnataka. 

The primary responsibility of managing 
natural   calamities   is that   of   the   State 

Governments. Emphasising this principle, the 
IX Finance Commission recommended ready 
access to resources and autonomy in relief 
operations for the States. On the 
recommendations of the IX Finance Com-
mission, from 1st April, 1990, a Calamity 
Relief Fund (CRF) for financing relief 
expenditure has been constituted for each 
State, 75 per cent of which is contributed by 
the Central Government and the balance by the 
State Governments concerned. An annual sum 
of Rs. 804 crores for the State CRFs has been 
envisaged, and of this amount Rs. 603 crores 
are contributed by the Central Government. 
The Central Government has already released 
its entire share of CRF to States for the year 
1991-92 and the first quarterly instalment for 
the year 1992-93. The State Level Committee, 
headed by the Chief Secretary of the State, is 
empowered to decide on all matters connected 
with the financing of the relief expenditure, 
including norms of assistance. 

Consequent upon the establishment of CRF, 
the State Governments are required to meet all 
expenditure on relief operations in the wake of 
natural calamities out of the corpus of CRF. 
The Central Government is expected to 
intervene and provide additional assistance 
only in the case of a calamity of rare severity. 

The State Government of Gujarat have 
conducted intensive crop cutting experiments 
in all kharif villages to assess the scarcity 
situation. On the basis of severity of drought, 
the State Government have declared 7490 
village as scarcity affected, while the total 
number of villages facing drought situation in 
varying intensity are identified as 10,988. The 
total population residing in areas affected by 
scarcity and semi-scarcity conditions is 200.00 
lakhs. The State Government is undertaking  
relief measures on a massive scale. A Cabinet 
Sub-Committee under the chairmanship of Fin-
ance Minister has been set up to co-ordinate 
relief operations. Special cells have been 
created under the direct control of Commis-
sioner of Relief for movement of grass and for 
cattle migration scheme. About 4.22 lakh 
persons  are  provided emptoyment  as  on 
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the 26th April, 1992 on 8628 works in the 
affected areas. The State Government has 
recognised the need for preserving the cattle 
of Kutch district and about 96000 cattle has 
been shifted to other districts of Gujarat. In all 
5927 villages and 74 towns and cities would 
face drinking water shortage. Presently 
drinking water is being supplied to 860 
villages through tankers and HDPE tanks,. 
State Government has drawn up a Master Plan 
of Rs. 75.00 crores for organising permanent, 
semi-permanent and temporary measures for 
providing drinking water in these areas. 

After the kharif annawari, based on the crop 
cutting experiments conducted by the 
Government of Madhya Pradesh, 95 tah-sils in 
28 districts have been declared a£ drought 
affected in the State. The number of villages 
having average annawari up to 37 paise are 
18,910 in the affected 28 districts. The State 
Government is providing employment in the 
affected areas at. a cost of Rs. 200.00 crores 
through Jawahar Roj-gar Yojana, Calamity 
Relief Fund and other normal Plan schemes. 
On an average, 10.00 lakh labourers are 
employed daily. In the affected areas, 
collection of land revenue has been 
suspended. Around 11000 villages and 200 
towns of the State are likely to 'face drinking 
water shortage in the coming months and steps 
have been started to provide drinking water. 
At present there is no fodder shortage in the 
State. 

. The Government of Rajasthan has so far 
declared scarcity conditions in . 20,7.94 
villages of 29 districts. The State Government 
has undertaken measures like employment 
generation, arrangement of drinking 
water,.cattle conservation, fodder supply and 
gratuitous relief to the affected population. 
Shortage ,of drinking water and fodder is 
experienced in the western district of Bikaner, 
Banner, Jaisalmer, Jodhpur and Chum and this 
problem is likely to worsen in the summer 
months. Employment Generation Programmes 
have been , started in affected districts and, to 
intensify the efforts JRY-II has been started 
from February, 1992. 

According to the reports from Government 
of Maharashtra, based on final pai-sewari' of 
Kharif and provisional paisewari of Rabi 
crops, scarcity has been declared in 26,335 
kharif villages and 5822 rabi villages. In order 
to provide relief to the drought affected 
people, the State Government has undertaken 
measures including employment under the 
Employment Guarantee Scheme, supply of 
drinking water by means of sinking of bore-
wells, early completion of ongoing water 
supply schemes and transportation of water 
through tankers and bullock-carts. As on the 
18th April, 1992 about 7.00 lakh labourers are 
daily'employed. More than 16,000 works 
having labour potential of 13.74 lakh mandays 
have been kept ready for providing 
employment. 

Drought conditions in a much milder 
intensity also prevail in the 5 north inferior 
districts of Karnataka because of the failure of 
north-east monsoon resulting in damage to 
rabi crops. 

As I Tiave already mentioned, State 
Governments undertake the relief measures in 
the wake of natural calamities, utilising 
Calamity" Relief Fund (CRF). According to 
the information available, the reported 
expenditure from C.R.F. of Rajasthan till the 
end of Feb. 1992 is Rs. 4.83 crores only out of 
total of Rs. 124.00 crores. The State" 
Government has also got about Rs. 81.00 
crores as unspent balance from the C.K.F. of 
last year. However, the reported expenditure  
from the C.R.F. of Maharashtra, Madhya 
Pradesh and Gujarat during last two years has 
been more than' the provision under the 
Calamity Relief Fund. 

The State Governments of Gujarat, Ma-
harashtra, Madhya Pradesh and Karnataka have 
submitted memoranda, seeking Rs. 650.00 
crores, Rs. 789.41 crores, Rs. 220.06 crores 
and Rs. 50.00 crores respectively as additional 
Central assistance for drought relief operations. 
These have been considered in the light' of 
provisions of the existing scheme for financing 
relief expenditure and the gravity of the 
drought situations. Centra Teams have already 
visited Gujarat and Madhya' 'Pradesh to assess 
the situation, and a Team will shortly 
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visit Maharashtra. We would take a deci 
sion regarding the additional requirements 
of the State Governments, after consider 
ing the reports of the Centra) Teams.  

The  Prime  Minister visited  the  drought 
affected districts of Sarguja and Jhabtia in 
Madhya   Pradesh   for   a   first-hand   assess 
ment of the situation.    This was followed 
by visit of officers of the Central Govern 
ment  to  help  the    State     Government  in 
streamlining the public distribution system     
to reach the more vulnerable areas and a     
sharper focussing of the employment gene-    
| 
ration   schemes. | 

In conclusion, 1 would like to assure the 
House that the drought situation in some 
States is getting due attention of the concerned 
State Governments and Government of India. 
No efforts will be spared to ensure that the 
suffering of the affected people are reduced, 
relief offered as quickly as possible, and the 
impact of drought on the nation's production 
infrastructure is kept to the minimum. 

Shri Satya Prakash Malaviya, nobody from 
Uttar Pradesh has even given a notice for this. 
I mean, it is a matter of concern. 

 

 

SHRI MURLIDHAR CHANDRAKANT 
BHANDARE     (Maharashtra) :     Excepting 
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You are not at all serious. 

SHRI JAGESH    DESAI:     You    want 
Action Plan. 
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SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY (Pondi-
cherry): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, thank you 
for giving me this opportunity. 

This is a very important Calling Attention 
tabled by hon. Member, Shri Pramod 
Mahajan. An elaborate reply has been given 
by the hon. Minister in relation to the areas 
wherein the drought situation is prevailing. 

I would submit to the hon. Minister's 
attention that the estimated crop harvest for 
1991-92 is more than 65 million tonnes, but 
because of this drought situation prevailing in 
the country we will be getting 10 million 
tonnes less. A spate of events is there. The 
most affected States are Maharashtra, Madhya 
Pradesh and Gujarat. 

In the State of Maharashtra there was a 
bandh call given by all the political parties, 
making the Government to take immediate 
action to start work for the purpose of giving 
relief to the people who have: been affected by 
the drought. The hon. Members coming from 
the State know pretty well that the most 
affected districts are in the Marathwada, .and 
Vidarbha regions. For the cattle there is no 
fodder available. Drinking water is not 
available. 
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Moreover, the worst part is that the crops have 
withered. 

Sir, in Maharashtra, the State Government is 
fully implementing the Employment 
Guarantee Scheme. But, from the Central 
Government side, I am surprised that even the 
Central Team has not visited it so far to assess 
the situation and to provide relief to the 
drought-affected areas of Maharashtra. 1 want 
to know from the hon. Minister why, while the 
officers could find time to go to Gujarat and 
Madhya Pradesh, they have not gone to Maha-
rashtra. The two districts are backward 
districts and neglected districts, and those 
districts have been severely affected by 
drought. 1 would like to know about this from 
the hon. Minister. Even the Ground Water 
Authority and the State Ground Water Survey 
and Development Agency have stated that the 
scarcity situation in the Marathwada region is 
precarious. That is the observation made by 
the Ground Water Authority. The State 
Government has also sent a report to the 
Central Government. That being the case, why 
is no assistance being provided immediately to 
these regions in Maharashtra, which have been 
affected by the drought ? 

Sir, in Madhya Pradesh the situation is 
worse. Starvation deaths are taking place 
because of the drought situation. The hon. 
Prime Minister has visited the drought affected 
areas. The Central Team visited the areas 
which have been affected in Madhya Pradesh, 
which are 95 tehsils in 28 districts. A 
population of 1.32 crores has been affected in 
Madhya Pradesh. The crop area which has 
been affected is 27.42 lakh hectares. So, a 
huge area of land in Madhya Pradesh has been 
affected. The hon. Minister has said that the 
State Government wanted more than 250 
crores of rupees as relief work for this area, 
but the point is that the Prime Minister visited 
and the Central Team visited there. What was 
the report of the Central Team. The hon. 
Minister has not said anything about it in the 
statement. He has simply said that the Central 
Team visited Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh. 
My point is what was the assessment that was 
made by the Central Team relating to drought 
affected areas in 

Madhya Pradesh, relating to crop, cattle and 
rehabilitation work there and also relating to 
the schemes to provide drinking water and to 
provide employment under the Employment 
Guarantee Scheme. The statement is silent 
about the funds that are to be provided. It is 
not clear whether the Central Government has 
provided any funds after the Prime Minister's 
visit and also after the Central Team's visit. 
The statement is silent on it. 

Now about Gujarat. In Gujarat, semi-
scarcity conditions are prevailing in more than 
11,000 villages, 150 Tatiikas and 17 districts. 
Kutch, Junagarh, Soiirendra Nagar, Rajkot, 
Bhavnagar, Ambrauti, 'Jamnagar are the 
districts which are worst affected. Kharif 
production has gone down by 38 per cent 
because of the drought situation there. The 
Central assistance of Rs. 200 crores has been 
sought for these districts only. But the hon. 
Minister has just mentioned that the Central 
Team has visited there, but he has not said 
anything about the assessment of the Central 
Team. 

SHRI ANANTRAY DEVSHANKER 
DAVE (Gujarat): One person named Bura 
Ahmad in the Kutch district has died due to 
the drought situation. 

SHRIMATI KAMLA SINHA (Bihar): In 
Tripura also many people died. I have pointed 
out in my Special Mention that one person 
had sold his two sons aged 5 and 3 for just Rs. 
50 because of hunger. 

SHRI    V.    NARAYANASAMY: I    am 
coming to these points also. 

It is peculiar that reference to conditions in 
Tamil Nadu has not been made in the 
statement of the Minister. In the southern part 
of the State there are drought conditions 
prevailing. Coimbatore, Kamaraj Nagar, 
Pudukotai, Ramanatha Puram, Pasumpon 
Mutturamalinga Thevar, Tirunel-veli, Madurai 
and Dindugal districts, which are in the 
Southern part of the State, are drought 
affected. The State Government has taken all 
possible steps for giving relief to the drought-
affected people. More than Rs. 9 crores have 
been spent on drinking water supply and food 
for work programme. The State Government 
has also spent Rs.. 4.75 
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crores for sinking bore wells for drinking water 
supply and Rs. 1.93 crores for employment 
generation schemes. Therefore, the State 
Government is to be provided funds. Tamil 
Nadu was affected by floods and the Central 
Government had sanctioned it the calamity 
relief funds to face the calamity. Rs. 36 crores 
allocated by the Ninth Finance Commission 
have also been given. Now, the State 
Government has spent more than Rs. 51.41 
crores till this time. Now in the remaining 
months, the State Government have to spend 
funds from their own resources, cutting 
developmental activities. The State 
Governments have to be helped by the Central 
Government. I would like to know from the 
Minister whether the Government of Tamil 
Nadu will be provided with financial 
assistance. They have already spent some 
amount in various districts hit by drought. 

Coming to the State of Rajasthan, the hon. 
Member who preceded me has already said 
that a large part of the area is in the grip of 
drought situation. The most affected districts 
are Banner and Jaisalmer. The Government is 
supplying drinking water to the people through 
the tankers. Besides that the food crops to the 
extent of Rs. 61.06 lakhs have be6n 
completely lost due to the drought. About 2.95 
lakh people have been rendered unemployed 
due to drought situation. 

Sor coming to Kearala, the monsoon has 
failed this year also. Especially tea, cardamom 
and coffee plantations which are grown in the 
high ranges, hilly areas have been most 
affected. In this connection, the State 
Government has also written to the Central 
Government for providing relief operations 
and funds. It seems that drinking water is not 
available in various parts of the districts. The 
State Government has imposed a cut in the 
utilisation of power for domestic consumption 
because of the prevailing drought conditions. 
Moreover the Kerala State is earning a lot of 
foreign exchange for the country through 
exports of cardamom, tea, coffee and other 
items. Therefore, they should be provided with 
funds for drought relief work,  The  hon.   
Minister's  statement    is 

silent about drought conditions in Kerala. He 
has mentioned only five or six States which 
have been affected by drought. 

Another important State which has been 
affected by drought is Tripura. This State has 
been completely ignored by the Minister in his 
statement because it is in the North-East 
region. Because of the drought situation 
prevailing there, people are migrating to tribal 
areas of the neighbouring States, Mizoram and 
Assam and Chittagong hilly areas also. This is 
the report we are receiving. As the hon. 
Member, Shrimati Kamla Sinha, has said there 
was a news item in today's newspapers that a 
father had to sell his sons for a meagre amount 
because of acute drought conditions prevailing 
in Tripura. The crop failure has compelled the 
people to migrate from that area. This is the 
situation prevailing in Tripura. 

So, far as the drought situation is con-
cerned, even the State of Orissa has not been 
spared. The Minister who comes from Orissa 
is totally silent about the situation prevailing 
in Orissa. 

SHRI SARADA MOHANTY (Orissa): 
Kalahandi district is the most affected area. 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: The at-
tention of every one is focussed on this 
district. There is no drinking water available. 
There are no foodgrains. People are starving. 
This is the situation. This is the scenario as far 
as the drought situation is concerned. 

Sir, the hon. Minister's statement does not 
give anything concrete for the purpose of 
solving the drought situation prevailing in the 
country. The Minister has mentioned in his 
statement that the existing schemes are to be 
implemented by the State Governments. The 
Ninth Finance Commission has approved 75 
per cent as Central Government's contribution 
and 25 per cent as State's contribution towards 
Natural Calamity Fund. Only with that they 
have to meet the exigencies. And if there is an 
extraordinary situation, the Central Govern-
ment will come to our rescue. Drought 
situation occurs every year in some districts of 
the different States. The Central Government 
has to provide funds for the State 
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Governments to meet the situation and to 
recover people from the drought situation 
prevailing in different parts of the country. 
The fund that hits been provided by the 
Central Government to the various States 
under the Calamity Fund and the special 
assistance provided by the Central Govern-
ment to the various States have not been 
mentioned by the hon. Minister. 

SHRI MURLIDHAR CHANDRAKANT 
BHANDARE :   Nothing   is   provided. 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY : Yes. The 
Central Team has visited two States. I want to 
know from the hon. Minister why it has not 
visited the other States. Moreover. when the 
drought situation is prevailing. the Central 
Government is just examining. The Minister, 
in his statement, states, "The Team will 
shortly visit Maharashtra". This is at page 5, at 
the bottom. "We would take a decision 
regarding the additional requirements of State 
Governments after considering, the reports of 
the Central Team." When will they take 
decisions ? By the time they take decisions, 
the drought situation will go and the monsoon 
will set in. And, until such time, people have 
to starve. 

Sir, the worst situation is in four or five 
States. The hon. Minister has to consider it 
very seriously. Politics is not the matter here. 
Here, only the people in the various States 
matter. There is crop failure and cattle are 
dying. It is going to be a national calamity, if 
with the 10 million tonnes, we could not 
recoup within a short period because of the 
situation prevailing in various parts of the 
country. Therefore, I would like to know from 
the hon. Minister when they are going to 
announce the funds to the various State 
Governments as the hon. Minister has 
mentioned in his statemeent. Apart from that 
the Central Government's burden is also there. 
These are the short measures where the 
Central Government has to provide funds to 
the States Governments concerned. 

Sir, T would like to submit this for the 
consideration of the hon. Minister. You are 
giving subsidy for foodgrains in hill areas and 
tribal belts. Similarly, you should 

announce subsidies for the districts which 
have been affected by drought. They should 
get foodgrains at subsidised rates. And the 
Employment Guarantee Programme has to be 
implemented in full swing. Ont-fifth of the 
population is living below the poverty line. 
And these people are affected by drought. 
What will happen to them if you do not 
provide assistance ? We have seen drought 
situations earlier. We had a severe drought in 
1988-89. But there was not even a single 
starvation death. 

SHRI K. C. LENKA : It was in 1986-87. 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: Sir, I stand 
corrected. 

There was not even a single case of 
starvation death. The situation was tackled 
very well by the then Prime Minister. The 
present Prime Minister also takes keen interest 
in these things. You should tackle the problem 
on a war-footing. You should get the support 
of the State Governments in this regard. You 
should also provide more funds to the State 
Governments for this. 

Sir, before concluding, I will only make two 
points. Coming to the long-term measures, 
they are already implementing the employment 
guarantee schemes. One of the reasons for 
drought is the indiscriminate felling of forests. 
The forest cover is being destroyed in various 
parts of the country. Apart from that, many 
'nullahs' and tanks have been completely 
closed. They have to be desilted." Whatever 
water we get from rain-falls goes to the sea 
without being stored. This is one of the main 
reasons for drought situations in various parts 
of the country. Now, under the employment 
guarantee schemes, specific instructions can be 
given by the Central Government to the 
various State Governments that desilting of 
tanks in the various areas which have been 
affected by drought must be done, so that 
whenever there is rain, that area will be 
protected under the long-term plan. Now, we 
see that there are so many river-water disputes 
in the country. There should be a National 
Water Policy. Everybody wants that a National 
Water Policy should be announced  by  the   
Central    Government. 
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As an hon. Member suggested, the Ganga-
Cauvery link is the solution for removing 
drought situations from the country at a majpr 
level. Sir, I would like to submit that this issue 
has been raised here   time   and again by 
various Members.  The  Southern Grid can be 
created within the States of Orissa, Andhra 
Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and Kerala connecting the 
various rivers, Mahanadi,   Krishna,     
Godavari,     Pennar     and Cauvery. This 
project will not take more than Rs.  1200 crores. 
Sir, the river Mahanadi   is  in  Orissa   from   
where   the  hon. Minister comes.  The Minister 
knows that more than 70 per cent to 80 per cent 
of the water of this river goes into the sea. In 
the case of Godavari, more than 65 per cent of 
the water goes into the sea as a result of which 
all the areas are flooded and there is a natural 
calamity. Mere, the States of Karnataka  and  
Tamil  Nadu  are  fighting for Cauvery water 
because there is scarcity of  water  there.    
Now,   the   creation   of Southern Grid by 
connecting the rivers will solve  the  major  
problem  of drought   in southern parts of the 
country. This suggestion was also welcomed by 
the hon. Prime Minister. I would like to submit 
to the hon. Minister that these suggestions may 
be given serious thought and instead of the 
Government spending  money  at  the  time  
when there   is   a   drought,   instead   of   
spending money at the time when there is a 
natural calamity,  they  should  concentrate  on 
the long-term plan also. I would like to know 
what funds you are going  to provide to the 
State Governments where the drought situation    
is    prevailing.    Various    State Governments  
have   requested  the  Central Government to 
provide the necessary funds to meet the drought 
situation. Simply saying that the Natural 
Calamity Fund  is there and the Government 
has given 70 per cent of the fund will  not solve 
the problem because a large number of people 
have been affected and they have to be provided 
with the necessary relief. I would like to submit 
that the Minister should give a categorical 
answer  about  the funds that have to be 
provided    to   various    State   Governments 
irrespective of whether the Central Team has 
visited those areas or not. Irrespective of their  
visit   you   should   give   the   interim relief 
and if the Central Team has visited 

those areas, then give more funds. The 
Minister himself said that in extraordinary 
circumstances, where the magnitude of 
drought is severe, the Government is giving 
funds. I would request the hon. Minister that 
more funds should be provided to the people 
who are reeling under drought so that their 
sufferings could be mitigated to some extent. 
The State Governments are suffering for want 
of funds. You have to help them.  With these 
words,  I  conclude. 

SHRI MURLIDHAR CHANDRAKANT 
BHANDARE: Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, it is 
said that when monsoon and God fail, only the 
Government is the hope and I hope that the 
Central Government is not going to be a lost 
hope. As I read carefully the statement, I find 
that it is devoid of any concrete measures; it is 
devoid of any substantial approach to the very 
serious problem of drought which is afflicting 
large parts of our country. The worst of it is to 
be seen in my State, the State of Maharashtra, 
where I may say with some pride that the 
management of drought is done as ably as 
possible. Well, we have asked for a very large 
sum of assistance. The statement says that we 
have asked for Rs. 789.41 crores. I must tell 
the House that in Maharashtra, the Chief 
Minister, Mr. Sudhakar Rao Naik, is 
overseeing all these things and the measures 
taken to alleviate the sufferings of the people in 
the drought-affected areas. The Government 
has already spent Rs. 500 crores by diverting 
its Plan resources to this very important work 
because planning has no meaning if the people 
cannot survive. Therefore when I look at it, the 
first thing which comes to my mind is, what 
the reason is. The Minister did not mention it. 
My colleagues, Mr. Pramod Mahajan and Mr. 
Narayanasamy have asked repeatedly, what the 
reason is. I know the reason. The reason which 
the Minister probably will give us is that they 
got the intimation from the Maharashtra 
Government a little late. This is something 
which I can't really accept. The Minister can 
contradict me if I am wrong because I have 
ascertained as to why the team has not gone. I 
think it is the duty of the Central Government, 
not to wait for any communication from, the 
State Government. As soon as the drought 
situation is clear, 
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the Central Government should immediately 
start taking steps. I think no longer should 
they wait for any information. They should act 
on their own and they should have sent the 
team a long time back. By the beginning of 
June, the monsoon sets in Maharashtra— let 
us hope that we will have a good monsoon 
and a timely monsoon—and if that happens, 
when is the Central Team going to go ? When 
is the ossistance going to be rendered ? It 
shows such a negative approach. The second 
thing is, the time has come—and here 1 want 
the endorsement of the entire House—when 
this test of the rarest of the rare situations has 
to be faced. Where does the Central 
Government get this test of the rarest of the 
rare situations ? I think as soon as the 
situation, the drought situation, becomes 
grave, they must act. 

Now look at tne situation in Beed. Beed 
district ironically is in Aurangabad Division. 
My friend, Vithalraoji, will tell you more 
about it. Beed ironically, in Persian, means 
"water", but there is no water there at all. Now 
what has happened is that the people have 
absolutely no way to go. In fact 41 lakhs out 
of 68.6 lakhs heads of cattle are in the 
drought-prone areas and in this region. There 
is a failure of water—and it is a case not so 
much as paucity of water— due to erratic 
rainfall. Since 15th of July, there has been no 
rainfall. Originally there was a torrential rain. 
II you look at the average, it satins to fall short 
by a few centimetres here and there, but when 
it cones,—-for a long time there was a dry 
spell'—, it results in a situation which cannot 
be expressed in words. Family after family 
asks : what shall we eat ? Family after family 
asks: Where shall we get the drinking water ? 
Where shall we have the fodder for our cattle ? 
And the cattle are being sold with the 
knowledge that they are 'being sold to 
butchers at One-fourth the price. Now it is as 
good as taking your own children for sacrifice 
or slaughter. I think when such a situation 
arises, the Government, the Central 
Government should not stand on 
technicalities. Can there  be a greater calamity 
than this? And how many families are affected 
? It is not just one or two. The number runs  
into lakhs and about 3.5 lakhs of them from 
Beed district alone have migrated to 

the site of a sugar factory. That is the position. 
Are yoo saying that this is the rarest of the 
rare situations ? 1 think something has gone 
totally wrong with our perception if we can't 
appreciate their suffering. So both things must 
go. It is no use saying that you should only 
look at the rarest of the rare things or you 
must have money only from the Calamity 
Relief Fund. The Calamity Relief Fund for 
Maharashtra is only Rs. 31 crores, and as I 
have said, they have already spent about Rs. 
500 crores. Why does this happened ? 

Now I come to Maharashtra from where my 
friend, Mr. Vithal, comes. It happens because 
the Chautheghat range encircles the 
Marthwada Region like a noose. The craggy 
rock phase cast of rain-shadow over the area 
allowing only a few puffs of moisture-laden 
could to pass over it. Four per cent of the 
regions come under the canopy of trees as 
against the national requirement of 33%. Ten 
per cent of the land is under irrigation and 
twenty-five per cent is under cultivation. 
Today if you go to Marath-wada you will see 
a whole picture of sand dunes. Well, I don't 
want to take the time because others are going 
to apeak. Therefore, my humble request on 
behalf of the whole House to the Central 
Government is, please revise your parameters 
for sending teams, your parameters for 
assistance. Let me give you some short-term 
measures and then I will tell you about some 
long-term measures and I have done. Under 
the short-term measures you must have, 
firstly, cattle camps or cattle chowlies. Cattle 
chowlies must be Opened in large numbers 
where the cattle can be kept, as children in an 
orphanage, during this period of -drought. I 
have seen these cattle chdwlies for myself. It is 
not as if they are not there. They are there but 
not in  sufficient numbers. There is no reason 
why every cattle should not be protected in a 
chowli or in a cattle camp instead of being 
sold to a butcher. Secondly. I would request 
you that you must provide water. Water can be 
provided by tanks, by bore-wells, through 
tankers and fitting electric pumps, but it 
should be done on a very, very urgent and 
war-footing basis. 

The third point is provision. of food. I know 
that there are public distribution centres. But 
they must be monitored closely 
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[Shri  Murlidhar Chandrakant Bhandare! 
because  very  often,  in  spite   of  the   best 
efforts   of  everyone,   when   a  situation  of 
drought comes one finds that there is    a 
scarcity. Some kind of monitoring agency 
should be there so that foodgrains can be 
rushed whenever they are in short supply in  
any of the drought areas. The fourth and, of 
course, the most important point is 
Employment Guarantee Scheme. Well, that is 
the boast of Maharashtra. T must tell you   
something  which  I  noticed  when  I visited   
some   of  these   tracts   in   1987—1 am  going 
to visit these  areas  as  soon as the Parliament 
closes in a day or two— what I   found was 
that—when we are talking about the land we 
find that the Minister of Civil Aviation is taking 
notes—just for providing work they would  be  
asked   to build roads. The result would be that 
when the   first   monsoon   comes   most   of   
the kachcha roads would be washed away. This 
time, of course, over a period of years, at least 
in Maharashtra, there is greater and greater 
concentration on the work which would be of 
an enduring nature and which would relieve the 
area of drought. Therefore, the work of 
watershed management, greening of the hills, 
putting of bunds and agro-forestry are going on. 
There are two things which I want to say. 
Firstly, since 1987   the   daily   wages   which   
have   been fixed   under   the   Employment    
Guarantee Scheme have not been increased.  I 
think, five years have been gone by and the in-
flation has grown considerably and it would be 
in fairness that the Central Government should 
immediately direct that the wages should be 
revised. The other thing is that today in 
Maharashtra I find that the basic wage is 
ranging between Rs. 14 and Rs. 20 which is 
quite inadequate. Therefore, these are the short-
term measures. In this connection   when  I   
come to   the long-term measures, what comes 
to my mind is, the Indira Sagar. Its foundation 
stone was laid by    late   Rajivji.   We   have   
spent   about Rs. 1500' crores on it. If the same 
amount was spent for some work which would 
be of endurine nature,which would really fight 
the drought on a long-term basis then it would 
have been a much much .better thins. I think, 
what is, necessary is to educate the villagers,. 
therefore,  hold  seminars  which 

can be attended by the villagers and teach 
them. Then comes the relationship between 
soil, tree and water. Take measures to prevent 
soil erosion because soil erosion not only affect 
land productivity but also reduces the effective 
period of land resources. Check dams to store  
flood-water and improve water-holding 
capacity of the soil. Take measures to improve 
drinking water, recharging of wells and 
appropriate crops. Today the problem—
partially or very largely I would say—is the 
man-made drought because of the craze to go 
in for cash crops denuding the whole earth of 
all its water supply. The time has really come 
to look at it more carefully. 

Fortunately  in  Marathwada  in Ahmed-nagar 
there are oases. There are people like Anna 
Hazare in Ralegaon Sidhi who has turned the 
whole area into a green island. Then we  have  
another  oasis  in   Adgaon which has been 
developed by Vijay Anna Barade. Then we 
have got Pani-Panchayat method  which  gives  
titles  to  the  use  of canal water outside Pune. 
Then we have got-self-help launched in 
several districts. I   am  saying   this   because 
we have   got enough infrastructure. At least 
in Maharashtra I found that there are creches, 
there is   first-aid   facility,   a   doctor  is   
available there and drinking water is also 
available. I think the time has come when our 
pattern should also be copied in various other 
States. In fact, there should be a permanent   
machinery   like    fire-brigade   because 
drought is going to affect this country for 
quite  some  time.  There  has  been  such  a 
devastation of land and water in our country 
that it is going to take some time before we 
restore nature's balance. Therefore all I would 
request is let not the Government be 
complacent just because some States are not 
hroubled any more. I think, before the end  of 
this month they should be given interim  
relief,  as  has  been  suggested by my  
colleagues.   Otherwise,  the  people   in 
Maharashtra will get a feeling that people like 
Harshad Mehta can get hundreds of crores of 
rupee? from the Government or from the 
banks but when it comes to a poorman to save 
has  cattle, to save his child, there is not a 
single penny available in the coffers of the 
Central Government All in 'all, let vis, send 
our sympathy to the people 
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of the drought affected areas who are bearing 
these sufferings with such fortitude. I do hope 
that we will meet the situation this time. But 
we should also take steps to see that in course 
of time it is eliminated and if it is not 
eliminated, at least reduced to a manageable 
and sufferable limit. With these words, I 
commend to the House to request the Central 
Government to take very active steps in  the 
whole area of drought and not just be a 
spectator. 

DR.   Z.   A.   AHMAD   (Uttar   Pradesh): 
Sir, I am very glad that this House, consisting  
of  Members  belonging  to  various political 
parties, has taken this matter very seriously. 
We know that from time to time, year   after   
year,   this   calamity   has   been caused 
sometimes due to drought and sometimes  due  
to  floods.   I   come  from  Uttar Pradesh. I 
know how first drought or flood comes,  then 
misery,  starvation,  death find destruction 
follow.  If  this situation is not taken seriously, 
I do not know what will happen.   I  feel   that  
the   Central   Government,   the   Planning   
Commission   as   well as the State 
Governments are showing an attitude of apathy 
to this very serious situation. It has been totally 
neglected. Sir, our country does not suffer from 
chronic shortage of rainfall. Enough rainfall is 
there. But what we lack and have been lacking 
for   years   is   proper   management   of   the 
water resources of this country. We should 
realise this and impress it upon the Govern-
ment. ft is not a question of a few crores or a 
few handred crores of rupees or asking the    
State   Governments   to   utilise   other funds  
for   this   purpose.   For   years,   there has 
been mismanagement in regard to the 
preservation of water, utilisation of water and 
distribution   of  water.   These   are  the three 
major aspects. We have failed to work out a 
proper plan for preservation of water. 
utilisation   of   water   and    distribution    of 
water. It has been neglected so far. Indiscri-
minate cutting down of forests and erosion of 
top-soil have been going to and we have been   
hoppily   jogging   around.   When   the crisis   
comes,   some   amount  is  distributed here and 
there and it ends there. What Mr. Mahajan and 
my other friends said is correc; that immediate 
relief measures should be restored. We should 
also apply our mind ond press upon the 
Government to under- 

take long-term measures. Without long-term 
measures, this problem cannot be tackled. So 
for as the short-term measures are concerned; 
as many of my friends had said, rush drinking 
water, arrange for drinking Water and supply 
drinking water to the areas where there is 
shortage of water. How will the human beings 
live if you don't rush the supply of drinking 
water in those areas ? 

[The Vice-Chairman (Shri Bhaskar Ann»-ji 
Masodkar) in the Chair] 

Then 'food for work' is absolutely essential. 
We have to coordinate anti-drought measures 
with our employment schemes, with 'food for 
work' schemes and with anti-poverty schemes. 
All these have 3.00 P.M. to be effectively 
coordinated. Otherwise, there will be misery in 
large areas of the coutry. I do not know what 
will happen. There will be permanent damage 
due to drought, permanent damage to the 
health of the people, permanent damage to the 
cattle, if these short-term measures are not 
taken. I would like to urge upon the 
Government not to go by the recommendations 
of the Ninth Finance Commission and to give 
assistance in the "rarest of rare cases". It is 
something fantastic. When people are dying, 
you give help in the rarest of the rare cases! 
This formula should be scrapped. Some other 
Finance Commission will come and it will 
tackle this problem. But, so far as we are con-
cerned, no "rarest of the rare cases" business. 
We should go by what is most urgent, by what 
is urgently needed, and we go by the suffering 
of the humanity. We go by the curse that has 
befallen the masses of the working people. 
Therefore, the first and the foremost is that 
there should be some kind of a plan of action. 
But there is no action plan at all here in what 
the honourable Minister has stated. What 
action plan have you proposed ? You have not 
said anything about the bureaucracy is to do, 
what the people are to do. What do the people 
expect from you ? People are expecting from 
you a human approach, a feeling for the 
suffering people and some relief. I would   like 
to suggest certain things. 

You   should   advise the State Govern-
ments to wholly divert the Plan resources 
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for this work and also the other resources for 
this work completely. The bureaucracy will 
not do it. The bureaucrats will hesitate. They 
will want permission and they will want 
orders. As some of our friends have said, the 
Central Government should not wait for these 
things. It should not wait to get a report from 
the State Governments. The State 
Governments are very sluggish; the State 
Governments are slow. The bureaucracy has 
no feeling for the sufferings of the people. 
Therefore, on its own the Central Government 
should suggest measures and take immediate 
and lirm steps. Immediately foodgrains and 
other things should be arranged and 
employment plans and health plans should be 
formulated. While emphasising all these 
aspects, I would like to submit that unless 
long-term measures are also taken, we will 
never get out of this vicious circle. There is a 
cycle of droughts in the country. There is a 
cycle of drought, that is, drought every second 
year or every third year. You get drought in a 
particular year and temporary measures are 
taken and relief work is organised on a short-
term or temporary, basis and the long-term 
measures get neglected. Unless long-term 
measures are also taken, you cannot tackle the 
situation and this hand-to-mouth tackling of 
the situation will not help at all. 

So far as long-term measures are concerned, 
I would like to mention, first of all, that in 
India we have an ocean below our own feet. In 
large parts of our country, there is plenty of 
subsoil water which is available on a big scale. 
There should be scientific planning to bring 
this subsoil water to the surf ace and for that, 
there should be tubewells, bore wells, tanks, 
bunds, rain-harvesting, etc. All these measures 
have to be taken. Otherwise, the subsoil water 
that is there will not be tapped. In fact, many 
scientists coming from abroad have said; 
"There is an ocean below your own feet. Why 
don't you utilize that ocean'.'". So, identify the 
areas where subsoil water is available on a 
large scale. Identify those areas. Then take 
measures to bring the subsoil water to the 
surface. The permanent measures are a little 
costly. You have the canals in India. River 
basins are there. And 

we have not really developed those canals 
after Freedom on the scale on which in some 
of the areas during the British days those 
canals were constructed. We must have a plan 
for the building of flow-water, building of 
canals arid dug-wells or dug-tube wells and 
bringing the subsoil water up to  the surface. 

Now; Sir, more than that, I submit one 
thing. There is that question of ciop insurance. 
All of us have from time to time said that the 
peasantry is subjected to all types of distress 
because of the failure of the crops. And, 
therefore, crop insurance is an essential aspect 
of the rural development. It is a must for the 
growth or prosperity of the peasants. 

in the end, I would submit that on a war-
footing measures should be taken. The lion. 
Minister does not look at the problem and, 1 
think, he does not want to tackle this problem 
on a war-footing. They arc slow and sluggish. 
They simply say, so many crores will go from 
here, take some money from here, take some 
money from there. Then how is the 
administration going to really takle this 
problem ? No effective measures are 
suggested. If you do not suggest effective 
measures here, then down-below, with 
inefficiency and incompetence and lack of 
interest on the part of bureauu-cracy, we will 
not move anywhere. Nothing will happen. 
Therefore, we have to press on the 
Government that on a war- footing this 
problem has to be tackled. When crores of 
people are suffering and dying due to lack of 
water, you cannot in a complacent manner sit 
back and issue orders or instructions. 
Therefore we are here. We will go to our areas. 
We will see what is happening and we shall 
bring this question again and again to you. 
And unitedly we will press upon this 
Government to take effective and quick 
measures. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI BHAS-
KAR ANNAJI MASODKAR): I do think that 
all parties are with you on this. 

SHRI VITHALRAO MADHAVRAO 
JADHAV (Maharashtra): Mr. Vice-Chairman, 
Sir, thank you very much for giving me an 
opportunity to speak on such an Important 
subject .because .my'area,.'special- 
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ly the Marathwada region of the Maharashtra 
State is the worst hit by the droaght. Sir, the 
entire population of my area and your area, 
Marathwada and Vidarbha, have been the 
worst affected by this drought situation. Sir, 
the Maharashtra Government is working there 
on a war-footing on how to give relief to the 
drought affected people of the State. 

Sir, as per the general survey, there are 65 
districts in the country which face this severe 
drought and famine situation. 70 million 
people have been affected. Damage caused to 
the crops is about 17 to 18 million hectares in 
Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Gujarat, 
Karnataka and Rajasthan. And there is 
prolonged Jry spell and acute drinking water 
shortage reported from Kerala, West Bengal, 
Goa, Meghalaya, Tripura, and the Union 
Territory of Pondicherry. The Governments of 
Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Karnataka and 
Gujarat have submitted a memorandum 
demanding a relief amount of Rs. 1610 crores. 
But nothing has come in the report of the 
Minister as to how much the States have 
demanded. Maharashtra was the worst hit by 
the drought. Out of 40,000 villages 29,157 
villages have been affected by the drought, and 
30 million rural population is affected. This 
means. 50 per cent of the population in 
Maharashtra is affected by drought. They are 
mostly in the rural areas In Bombay alone, 
1.25 crore people are there. In Maharashtra, 
about four crore people live in the rural areas. 
Out of these four crore people, three crore have 
been affected. From this, you can very well 
judge what  is  the intensity  of the  drought. 

There is a shortfall of 43 per cent in 
foodgrains production in the kharif season, 
and a shortfall of 67 per cent in the rabi 
season. This means, we could get only 57 per 
cent in the kharif season and only 33 per cent 
in the rabi season. You can very well judge as 
to what will he the position in regard to 
availability of foodgrains in the rural, parts of 
Maharashtra. 

In Gujarat, 11,000 villages are drought-hit." 
Twenty million people have been affected. 
The number of cattle affected is one million. 
In the case of Madhya Pradesh, 95 tehsils   in   
28   district   have   been   hit   by 
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drought.   The  number   of   people   affected 
is   13.2 million. 

Now, I wiil confine myself to Maharshtra. 
The Maharashtra Government has submitted a 
memorandum to the Government of India. The 
total expenditure expected to be incurred till 
7th June—nornially, rainfall in Maharashtra 
starts on the day which falls under the star 
'Mrigasririsha';'it falls on 7th June—is Rs. 
834.20' Crores, to fight druoght. But the Centre 
has given only Rs. 33 crores; Till March 31, 
1992, the amount already spent, is Rs. 501.99 
crores. From April to June. 1992, the amount 
'required is Rs. 332.21 crores. But on' 28th 
February, the Union Minister of State for 
Agriculture, Shri M. Ramachandran, said that 
the Centre would not be able to give any 
financial assistance beyond Rs. 33 crores. This 
is the statement made by Shri Ramachandran. I 
am surprised to see this statement by the Union 
Minister in Parliament itself.- Why did he say 
that ? Because the Ninth Finance Commission 
has fixed certain norms; Ac-: cording to these 
norms, Maharashtra -is to be given only .Rs. 33 
crores from the CRF.  i.e.  the Calamity Relief 
Fund. 

Yesterday, most of the Members from 
Maharashtra, myself, Mr. Jagesh Desai and 
others, met the Prime Minister. You Were also 
there.' Sir. We discussed this' issue with the 
Prime Minister. The Prime Miniate? clearly 
said that when people are hungry, when people 
are affected by natural calamities, we cannot 
bring  in the norms and say that only Rs. 33 
crores would be given. Whatever amount is 
there with the people, they will spend it. The 
first question is the question of survival. Then 
only, the question of planning will come. What 
will the Government . do ?  The    Government    
has 
soent the amount from its Plan allocation. 

-  
SHRI    JAGESH    DESAI:   'The    States 

Govenrment has spent. -  

SHRI     VITHALRAO     MADHAVRAO-; 
JADHAV: Twenty per cent of the annuals Plan 
allocation of the State Government is being 
utilised to give relief to the people affected  by 
this natural calamity in Mafia-rashtfa! This is a 
precarious situation. The Finance  Commission  
has  laid  down  that. in the rarest of the rare 
cases, m°re Central 
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assistance should be given The Maharashtra 
Government has written to the Union 
Government that this should be considered as 
the rarest of the rare cases. In 1972, the 
Government of India gave Rs. 222 crores. 
When you take itito account the rate of 
inflation, Rs. 222 crores of 1972 would come 
to about Rs. 1,000 crores. Mr. Jagesh Desai 
knows very well what is the rate of inflation 
today. It comes to more than 500—600 per 
cent. But this time, they have given only Rs. 
33 crores'. It is not justifiable on the part of the 
Central Government. Even in this statement, 
the Minister has not mentioned anything. 

Another thing is,—this is most tragic— the 
Agriculture Minister, Mr. Balaram Jakhar, 
assured in the Lok Sabha three times. He 
assured the MPs of Maharashtra that they 
would be immediately sending a Central team 
to the State. However, later on, it was 
announced that the representative from the" 
Finance Ministry was not available. The 
Finance Minister refused to give his 
representative. So, the Government has not 
sent the team. I would like to know from the 
hon. Agriculture Minister now when he is 
going to send the team to Maharashtra. That is 
my first question. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI BHAS-
KAR ANNAJI' MASODKAR) : That is also 
the demand of Mr. Ahmad that there should be 
some team, going around the country. This 
appears to be the common ground, that is what 
I underderstand. I hope the Minister will' 
consider this. 

SHRI JAGESH DESAI: With an open 
mind. 

SHRI VITHALRAO MADHAVRAO 
JADHAV: If the team gees after 15th June or 
so, they would say that there is no drought 
because this is the practice, they have followed 
the same practice in the past also. So, I request 
you to send the team urgently, within 42 or 72 
hours from the time this discussion is 
completed. Thar is my first demand. 

Sir, Maharashtra Government has been 
fighting drought  on a war-footing. (Interrup-

tions). Yes, the Prime Minister has also agreed 
when the team of M.Ps met him 

that he would visit Maharashtra. He may 
finalise his programme as early as possible and 
he must visit the worst drought-affected areas 
of Marathwada and Vidarbha. My friend 
Bhandare has rightly pointed out that 3.56 lakh 
people have already migrated from the Beed 
district. That figure is not correct. About 10 
lakh people have migrated from Beed district 
and they have been sent to other places. Three-
fourths area of Beed district is not having a 
single drop of drinking water. Not only Beed, 
Usmanabad, Latur, Parbani, Nanded, Jalna and 
Auranga-bad districts, all these 7 districts of 
Marathwada and 8 districts of Vidarbha, 
Nagpur, Chanderpur, Wardha, Bhandara, 
Yeot-mal, Bhuldana, are suffering from acute 
water scarcity. There is a lot of drinking water 
problem. The other thing is—I have mentioned 
it in this House—that there is a permanent 
drought zone in Maharashtra. Ninety five 
talukas of Sangli, Satara, Shola-pur, 
Usmanabad and Beed districts, parts of Jalgaon 
and parts of Akola district, come under 
permanent drought zone of Maharashtra State. 
We have stated in the House that we must have 
some permanent planning process to fight 
drought in these 95 talukas. In this respect, 
Maharashtra Government is doing a lot. A 
question may arise about the employment 
guarantee scheme. I can give details but there 
is not much of the time. The thing is that under 
the employment guarantee scheme Maha-
rashtra Government completed till today, right 
from 1972, 203364 works and they have spent 
more than Rs. 2.000 crores. 

DR. Z. A. AHMED : In this respect we 
congratulate Maharashtra. 

SHRI VITHALRAO MADHAVRAO: But 
the question is Maharashtra Government 
cannot fight on its own. The Central 
Government has to come forward with some 
financial assistance. Otherwise we would be 
spending our entire Plan amount to fight 
drought and that is not fair because there are 
so many other Plan programmes to be 
implemented. So. what is to be done ? There 
was one seminar in Aurangabad. Sir. you 
know and the House is aware that the former 
Agriculture Minister, Shri Anna Saheb Shinde, 
was considered to be one of the most expert 
agriculturists in India, 
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He delivered his speech in that Seminar. Some 
of the important personalities who participated 
in that Seminar are : Late Shri Vasantrao 
Naik, Viiasrao Solanki, Vijay Baroda, 
Annasaheb Hazare, Mr. Mohan Dharia, the 
former Planning Commission Deputy 
Chairman and Mr. Namdeo Mano-har. Dr. V. 
M. Dandekar, the expert economist, and Shri 
Apasaheb Pawar, who was awarded 
Padmashri by the Rashtrapati last year. In that 
seminar they said that proper water 
management should be there in Maharashtra. 
And what is that proper water management'? 
It is economic use of water. That means, to 
give water to the crops by the drip system and 
by (he sprinkler system with whatever water is 
available. Suppose, today 10 lakh hectares of 
land comes under irrigation, if the available 
water is used economically, then 50 lakh hec-
tares will come under irrigation. So, water 
management and soil management are very 
important factors as far as agriculture and 
fighting the drought situation are concerned. 
So, that is very important. The Government of 
India should start such types of experiments 
on a very large scale in dilfe-rcnt parts of the 
country on how to make economic use of the 
available water resources. 

Another thing is, Mr. P. Sivaraman, ex-
Member of the Planning Commission, has 
given his report. He says that 60 per cent of 
the total water is utilized for sugarcane 
cultivation. My hon. friend has also made the 
charge that the Maharashtra Government and 
the Maharashtra farmers utilize the maximum 
water for  sugarcane cultivation and there is 
very little water left for other crops. But, Sir, 
we are proud to say that 33 per cent of the 
country's sugar is produced in Maharashtra 
and Maharashtra's position in sugar 
production in the world is No. 5. Now 
Maharashtra is de manding about 100 new 
sugar factories. Today, Rs. 4,800 crores are 
being circulated in rural Maharashtra, If you 
give another 100 sugar factories there, Rs. 
10,000 crores will be circulating in rural 
Maharashtra. Then, the sugar factories 
themselves are creating employment 
opportunities for the people. Our Marathwada 
sugar factories    have    started    cattle    
camps.   Twenty 

thousand cattle have been accommodated in 
the sugar factory camps in Marathwada and 
Vidarbha. The sugar factories are also having 
their own programmes to fight the drought, 
and they are giving relief to the peple. 

There is another important aspect on which 
I wanted to speak and which I want to go on 
record. Right from 1983. 17 or 18 big and 
medium projects of Maharashtra are lying with 
the Central Government for their sanction. 
But, for one reason or the other—environment 
clearance or something like that—they are 
pending with them. I would take their names 
later on and then end my speech. There is a 
binding that unless we utilize the Krishna and 
Godavari waters till 2000 A.D., our claim will 
go and we  will not get Krishna and Godavari 
waters in future. So it is very essential to 
complete all  these projects in the Krishna and 
Godavari valleys, which have been submitted 
by the Maharashtra Government. For these 
projects the Government of Maharashtra re-
quires Rs. 4,800 crores. But in the Eighth Five 
Year Plan they are going to provide only Rs. 
2,000 crores. In the Ninth Plan they are going 
to provide only Rs. 1,650 crores. Therefore, 
the Government of "Maharashtra has 
recommended that for the rest of the amount if 
the Government of India would give them 
permission to raise the money through public 
borrowing, that would be better and they could 
complete those projects. Of course, the 
Finance Minister has refused that scheme but 
Mr. Pranab Mukherjee, the Deputy Chairman 
of the Planning Commission, has said that he 
was not averse to public borrowing because 
these projects are very important and they 
should be completed. 

The projects lying with the Central 
Government are : 

Koyna-Krishna which costs Rs. 187.90 
crores, Goshi-Khurd (Rs. 372 crores) 
Wan Dam (Rs. 48.16 crores), Warna 
Dam (Rs. 284.73 crores), Karwa Dam 
(Rs. 62.25 crores), Arunawati (Rs. 
60.07 crores). Saagola Canal (Rs. 
25.43 crores), Thillati (Rs. 47.03 
crores),   Bawan  Thadi   (Rs.   159.35 
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C r o r e s ) ,    Punad   (Rs.    30.36   crores), 
Lower  Warna  (Rs.  74.62    crores), 
    Human    (Rs.    168.15   crores)    and 
 Dudhganga (Rs.  154 crores). 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI BHAS 
KAR ANNAJI MASODKAR): Jadhavji, you 
need not read them out. They are all there. 

SHRI     VITHALRAO     MADHAVRAO  
JADHAV : These are the projects lying with 
the  Central  Government For clearance.  If 
these projects are cleared, Maharashtra will 
get the maximum relief and our irrigation 
potential will be doubled. So,   I request the 
Government, through you, Sir, to give clea- 
ranee to these  projects  and,  secondly, to 
permit the Government of Maharashtra to get 
public  borrowing from the market  so - that 
we can complete all these irrigation  projects: 

. The last request. The Employment Gua-
rantee Scheme was started in Maharashtra at 
the time of Mr. Vasantrao Naik, and it was the 
worst drought year of the, century, 1972. The 
second worst drought year of the century and 
the worst drought year of this decade is 1992, 
and it has come at the time of Mr. Sudhakar 
Naik who is the nephew of the late Vasantrao 
Naik. This is a sequence. One knight fought 
with drought, and the second knight is also 
fighting with drought. So, it is his quiet duty. 

 
THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI BHAS-

KAR ANNAJI MASODKAR): Please con-
chude, you are concentrating only on Maha-
rashtra. 

SHRI VITHALRAO MADHAVRAO-
JADHAV: Wherever drought is there. I have 
mentioned U.P., Bihar, West Bengal. 
Whatever memoranda have come, the Union 
Government must take them urgently into 
consideration. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI BHAS-
KAB ANNAJI MASODKAR): Please con-
clude.  ." 

SHRI VITHALRAO MADHAVRAO 
JADHAV : Even Kerala and Pondicherry a;so 
I have mentioned. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI BHAS-
KAR ANNAJI MASODKAR) : Please con-
clude. 

SHRI VITHALRAO MADHAVRAO 
JADHAV :   Urgent relief  should  be  given 
to them. 

With these few words. I conclude. Thank 
you very much, Sir. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI BHAS-
KAR ANNAJI MASODKAR) : Mr. Anant 
Ram  Jaiswal. 

SHRI CHIMANBHAI MEHTA : Sir, I am 
making one point with regard to curtailment 
of the time of many speakers. This is a very 
important subject, and 1 think it will be 
discussed at length. Therefore, I would like to 
know if we are going to continue it tomorrow 
also. I am quite happy with the discussion, not 
with the subject. It is a very distressing thing. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI BHAS-
KAR ANNAJI MASODKAR): What is your 
point ? 

SHRI    CHIMANBHAI    MEHTA :    My 
point is: You are taking the sense of the 
House. Another Vice-Chairman also comes 
here. You are quite liberal with us. You 
understand the whole subject. Another Vice-
Chairman would come and say, "Five minutes. 
Everything is okay. Everything has been  
heard." 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI BHAS-
KAR ANNAJI MASODKAR): We will have  
to  regulate  it.   Let  us  see. 

SHRI CHIMANBHAI MEHTA: This 
goes against the speakers who will come 
afterwards. Therefore, I want to say that 
those who speak  ...............  

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI BHAS-
KAR ANNAJI MASODKAR) : Mr. Mehta, 1  
will  take the  sense of the House. 

SHRI CHIMANBHAI MEHTA : That is 
my request. You take the sense of the House. 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI BHAS- 
KAR ANNAJI MASODKAR): Please  
please, please. As far as the time, is, con 
cerned, I will not be on the miserly side, 
I can assure you: But, nonetheless, we will 
have to regulate the time as far as the 
speeches are concerned. Otherwise, every 
body will not be able "to speak. Therefore, 
1 will regulate the time. But what is the 
sense of the House ? We will finish; this 
subject today. This is an urgent sub 
ject. We should finish it today. That is 
ail.  

SHRI CHHOTUBHAI PATEL (Oujarat): 
Only  30  seconds,  half a minute,- Sir. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI BHAS-
KAR ANNAJI MASODKAR): Please. Not 
like this. 

SHRI CHHOTUBHAI PATEL: Only half a 
minute, Sir. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI BHAS-
KAR ANNAJI MASODKAR): Please. I have 
called Mr. Jaiswa). Please sit down. I  have 
already called him. 

SHRI CHHOTUBHAI PATEL : I wanted 
to add one point. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN. (SHRI BHAS-
KAR ANNAJI MASODKAR): No, no. no. 
please, please sit down, please sit down. 
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SHRI MOTURU HANUMANTHA RAO 
(Andhra Pradesh) : Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, 1 
thank you for giving me this opportunity. The 
drought seems to be unprecedented. It is so 
wide spread from north to south and from west 
to east. It spells famine and pestilence to the 
society. Such a thing has happened now and 
we are facing a serious calamity. This drought 
condition naturally is more devastating than 
other calamities because it spoils the health of 
the people and mars the prospects of future 
development. The Water-scarcity conditions 
created such a consequence wherein the water 
table 
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would' go  down  very  much.  It  would  be very 
difficult to draw water for cultivation or   for   
drinking   and   all    other   purposes. Such a 
serious situation we are facing, but the report of 
the hon. Minister is not giving a  full  picture  of  
the  whole  thing.  It  is incomplete and 
inadequate and also not giving so many details 
in regard to so many States. For instance, 
Tripura is completely left   out  from   this   
report.   I  don't   know why. Starvation deaths 
are taking place in many  States,  in  Orissa,  
Madhya Pradesh and Tripura in particular. They 
have been there. I don't know why Tripura is not 
at all mentioned  here, but it only shows how 
incomplete the picture is, as given by the hon. 
Minister. And again, this drought condition has 
been there, and it should have been expected. In 
fact, the forewarning is also there.  Since  
October,  1991  we have been facing this 
scarcity, deficiency in rainfall. In    1991, this 
scarcity conditions was reported by 24 
meteorological subdivisions. Again in January-
February of this year also, 21 meteorological 
subdivisions have reported  the  same thing.  So, 
naturally  such  a forewarning is there and the 
State Governments as well as the Central 
Government should have been prepared fully to 
meet the challenge. But they have not done so. 
That, is exactly why the sufferings  of the 
people  have   become  very  severe.   As   re-
ported in the press migration of people has been 
taking place and there is scarcity of everything,   
scarcity  of  cattle  fodder,   etc. Even the' price 
of the common foodgrains like jowar is going 
up like anything. Our friends   were   reporting   
that   even   around Bombay it was sold at Rs. 5 
per kilogram, which ordinarily should have been 
sold at Rs. 2 per kilogram. It has already gone 
up to Rs. 5. When such is the situation I don't 
know why they were not prepared. When the 
forewarning had been there immediate relief 
should have been organised, but yet it was not 
organised is quite obvious. Even Centra}, teams 
could visit only two States tip-till now; they are 
expected to visit one more State. What about 
other .States ? There are so many States which 
have not report about the drought conditions. 
There are so many states  where the water 
scarcity has been felt  For instance, West 
Bengal, Tamil 

Nadu   and   other   areas   are   facing   water 
scarcity.  Drinking water is also not available.   
Such  is  the  fate  of  the  people  in those areas. 
The failure on the part of the Central 
Government must be taken seriously  in  this  
respect.  They  could have pre-va.led  upon  the  
State   Governments;  they could have also sent 
the Central team. It always   happened    that   
the  Central   team would go there very late; they 
would give their reports very late and relief 
measures suggested   by   them  would   be   
taken   very late. This has been there all along 
and this lias been happening for long. Even now 
it is   like  that.   Only  one  State  Government 
has mentioned that it could not make full use of 
the Calamity Relief Fund. Perhaps, there   are   
other   State   Governments    also which did not 
do so.  From the gravity of the   situation  it  is  
clear  that  many   State Governments  would   
not   be   able  to  give full  relief  to their peopla 
even after fully making use of the Calamity 
Relief Fund. So, naturally the Central 
Government will have to see to it that greater 
fund is allocated   or   sanctioned  for  the   help   
of  the States where crores of people are 
suffering. That  is   to   be  taken  seriously.   
Now,  immediate  relief  measures   are  to  be  
taken. Food-for-work-programme is  to be 
attended  to  immediately.  So many relief camps 
are  to be opened.  Fodder  and food have to   be  
supplied  to  the  affected  areas.  All these  
things  can  be  done  only  when  the whole  
programme  is  taken  up  on  a war-iooting. 
"War-footing" naturally means that it should be 
taken up seriously. Even Army services may be 
required in some areas to see   that  people   do  
run  the  relief   camps property and proper 
supplies are given to them  immediately.  AH  
these things are to be  attended to.  The failure  
of our rulers for  so  long  has   been  the  cause  
of  such calamities.   According  to  us,  natural  
calamities would always be there. But in order to 
meet the calamities certain steps are to 

be taken.  For   instance,   water 
4.00 P.M.    resource management and if it 

was properly attended to we could 
have successfully faced so many droughts. We 
have been repeatedly facing. these drought 
conditions. Floods and drought have been time 
and again harassing' our people, killing our 
people and affecting 
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the developmental activities. The water re-
sources problem is the key to all these things. 
These problems should be attended to. Where 
do we find ourselves after seven Five Year 
Plans ? We find ourselves in an unprecedented 
drought prevailing all over the country. Why is 
it so ? Why have we got to this position after 
seven five Year Plans ? This should be 
considered very seriously. Now the question is, 
more water is flowing into the ocean than it is 
used by the people here. Why is it so ? In Plan 
after Plan only spill-over projects are found. 
All irrigation projects are kept pending for 
long. Perhaps some of them are pending' 
because of the present financial position. They 
may be postponed eternally also that is my 
apprehension. Unless some radical step is 
taken, radical change is brought about in the 
situation, perhaps they would not be able to 
construct all these projects, projects which 
give life to our people, irrigate our land. Sir, 
drought affected areas are there in almost 
every State. In the State of Andhra Pradesh 
itself famine affected areas are there like 
Rayalaseema and Telan-gana. Many medium 
projects as well as major projects are pending. 
My friend, Mr. ladhav, has just now said that 
the Godavari water is to be taken to the 
Krishna and the Krishna water to some other 
place. It is also pending for long. This should 
be attended to immediately. The Polavaiam 
project was to be constructed on the Godavari. 
It could have taken water to the Krishna and 
from the Krishna to T ;mil Nadu. The drinking 
problem in Hyderabad and Secunderabad 
could have been solved by this. The vast areas 
of Rayalaseema and Telangana also would 
have been benefited by that. But this project is 
not taken up so. Its foundation was laid in 
1981. Still the Central Water Commission has 
not given its clearance. Clearance for many 
other projects also has been held up for years, 
perhaps even for decades. If that is the concern 
expressed by the Central Water in regard to 
such a situation, how we can be relieved from 
the drought conditions ? I hope that these 
problems will be attended to very soon. long-
term relief measures should be taken up and 
immediate relief measures should also be taken 
up. Even voluntary   organisations   may  be   
asked  to 

help in this matter. I hope that such a message 
would go from this House so that crores of 
people who are suffering will find some hope. 

SHRI CHIMANBHAI MEHTA : Sir, ap-
proximately 12 crores of people throughout 
the country are affected because of scarcity 
and semi-scarcity conditions. This is a rough 
estimate that I am giving because in the 
statement this particular aspect has not been 
mentioned. In Gujarat, it has been mentioned 
that nearly 2,20,00,000 people are severely 
affected by scarcity conditions. Out of 180 
blocks, 150 blocks are affected by scarcity 
conditions. Out of 18,000 villages, more than 
11,006 villages are affected by scarcity. And 
till date, they have been able to provide relief 
works only to 4.50.000 workers through 
Jawahar Rozar Yojana and other relief works. 
So while the affected people are about 
2,20,00,000, relief works have been provided 
only to 4,50,000 people. Nearly 66 lakhs 
cattle are lost. There are only 234idepots open. 
There is an acute scarcity of drinking, water  
in almost 6,000 villages while the State Gov-
ernment is able to provide drinking water 
through tankers, bullock carts, etc., only to 
800 villages, That the assistance provided is 
only to 800 villages when it is required in 
6,000 villages, throws light on the a capocity 
of the State Government. 

[THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRIMATI 
SUSHMA   SWARAJ)   in   the   Chair.] 

It is thus clear from the statement made by 
the Minister that whatever portion has been 
given to the State Governmentunder the 
Central Relief Scheme, worked  blunder the 
norms of, the Ninth Finance Cojnmis-sion, 
has, been totally used by the. Gujarat 
Government. Even then there is this much 
shortage of drinking water there. The  relief 
centres set up there do not work on all the 
working days. Some of them are  just name-
sake. Just because there has been a demand, 
they have been set up. They are being given 
Rs. 15 per day and on a non-working day, they 
are given Rs. 2 per day. What a paltry amount! 
About Kharif crop, I do not want to go into the 
figures in detail.  The  target  was  33  lakh    
tonnes, 
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They got around 20 lakh tonnes. The target for 
the oilseeds, which is the major crop, was 23 
lakh tonnes. The crop was available to the tune 
of 10 lakh tonnes. So there is a big shortfall in 
Bajra and other produces. Now, about drinking 
water, I will give you one example. The "No 
source of water"—villages are increasing 
every day. In one district, in Surendranagar 
district, there was only one "No source of 
water" village. There was no water available at 
all and it is called the Tanuroz Village. That 
was in 1963-64. In 1972-73, after eight years, 
there were 27 villages in that district and, in 
1985-86, the figure went up to 388 villages. It 
is because the water level is going down and 
the sali-nation ingress has also increased. The 
rain management problem and the water mana 
gement problem are not being looked into in a 
scientific manner and whatever is done is done 
in a very superficial manner. 

Our State Government, the Government of 
Gujarat, has spent Rs. 1,500 crores during the 
last two decades in providing water to the "No 
source of water"— villages. Even then this is 
the position. Recently, they started digging 
borewells and in 34 per cent of the villages 
they were found empty. So, even if you take 
emergency measures, water is not available at 
the underground level. This is the position 
now there. 

Fodder is another acute problem. Foodgrains 
for human beings are transportable. Grass is 
also transportable. But it is a bulk commodity. 
Of course, care is taken locally by the task fore 
and subsidy is given but it is very nominal. It 
is Rs. 6 per animal per day. But you know that 
fodder is very costly. Just now, my friend, Shri 
Hanumantha Rao, referred to it and said it 
costs Rs. 5 per kg., that is grass. But you know 
that an animal would require much more than 
one kilo and this subsidy is not enough at all. 1 
do not want to criticise anybody. Of course, 
the entire House is sharing the same 
sentiments and there is no question of parties 
here on this  issue. But the question is how to 
work out the action plan. 

As it has been admitted here, only two 
States the Central Team has gor Gujarat and 
Madhya Pradesh. Perhaps is a two-way 
traffic ; I do not know exact The State 
Governments also should ready with facts 
and figures. Only wh the Central Team goes 
there, they veri and co-ordinate and, 
ultimately, the figur are worked out. The 
Gujarat Governme has asked for Central 
assistance on t basis of its Master Plan to 
the tune Rs. 650 crores. I think the total 
assistan asked for by Madhya Pradesh, Mah 
rashtra. Gujarat, Karnataka, etc. com to Rs. 
1,700 crores. It is not a big c mand either. If 
they are asking for a cer ral assistance of 
Rs. 1,700 crores, it is r a huge order. I know 
that when the Gu rat State suffered three 
famines succes veiy in 1985, 1986 and 
1987, duri those days, the Central 
Government gj an assistance only to the 
extent of Rs. crores as a grant  A sum of Rs. 
600 cro was advanced against the Five Year 
P] allocations. Anyhow, some way out v 
found. So, you have to find out a w 
somehow immediately, whether under t 
head or that head. Bat the money m go from 
here and you must do t immediately 
because the time is too she Your team will 
go there, it will verify, report will be given, 
your committee sit and the Minister will 
okay it. . these will take time and there will 
be sense of urgency. A sense of urget 
should be there. Therefore, 1 would reqr the 
Minister to take up this work on emergency 
basis and work out an en gency plan and see 
that within a mo all the States are given a 
certain m mum—it would be better if they 
are gr the maximum possible—so that the 
nes sary works can follow immediately. 

At the present moment, in my State 
Gujarat,  work  is  being  given  to  4,50,( 
labourers.   But  the   State  Government 
said  that during the  peak  period of acute 
drought or famine, they will have provide     
employment   to     36     lakhs labourers. It 
is ten times more. Where the money ?  
Where  is  the  finance ? The have   to  plan   
out   the   work.   They  h to  provide   all  
these  things.   But    unl 
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they see some money coming, they will not be 
able to plan out properly. Some perception has 
to come to them. And you have to draw the 
time-bound relief. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN SHRIMATI 
SUSHMA SWARAJ): Mr. Mehta, you 
conclude now. 

SHRI CHIMANBHAI MEHTA : There is 
an apprehension about the next monsoon. 
Well, we all can pray from this House that the 
Gods Indra and Varun should be kind to us 
and to the mankind. But anyway, might be, 
they are not pleased with us. I do not know the 
reasons. You may find out. But about the long 
term plan. things have been said about water 
management and land management. These are 
okay; Of course, I know the relevance to us 
and I want to talk about the immediate plans. 

That will help thousands of villages and 
hundreds of cities. A big pipeline can be 
reached from the Narmada whose water is 
wasted. Some Members have drawn the 
attention to the ugly side of the relief work. I 
do not want to talk much about it. That is 
there. You should work out some measures 
because, after such a vast experience, if the 
money given to the States and from the States 
to the villages is taken away in between, it is 
really a crime against the humanity and some 
foolproof system has to be worked out. Thank 
you, Madam. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRMATI 
SUSHMA SWARAJ): Dr. Abrar Ahmed— 
not here. Shri S. S. Ahluwalia. 

SHRI DINESHBHAI TRIVEDI (Gujarat) : 
Madam, I just want to associate myself with 
the hon. Member, Shri Chiman-bhai Mehta. 
Gujarat is really going through a very bad 
patch. I know Anant-bhai is also going to talk. 
I leave it to him. But, specifically, the district 
of Kutch is in a bad share. There has already 
been a death due to starvation. 

 

 

'we  do  not  have  that scheme. 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRIMATI 
SUSHMA SWARAJ) : Your association has 
been  recorded.  Kindly co-operate. 

SHRI DINESHBHAI TRIVEDI: Cattle is 
also migrating. People are starving. Madam, 
the Narmada water is not going anywhere near 
the Kutch area or Saurashtra. I would like to 
request the Government that while they are 
talking about the Narmada, something 
basically must be done now and here so that 
the Narmada water is taken to Kuch and 
Saurashtra because his pr6blem is perpetual it 
is coming up year after year. 
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DR. NARREDDY THULASI REDDY 
(Andhra Pradesh): Madam, at the outset I 
would like to register my protest against the 
Government for not mentioning the drought 
situation in Andhra Pradesh, West Bengal, 
Tripura and Orissa, but at the same time, 
would like to compliment the Minister for 
treating my State, that is, Andhra Pradesh, on 
a par with his own State, that is Orissa, in not 
mentioning regarding drought situation. 

Madam, as far as Andhra Pradesh is 
concerned, almost all the four Rayalseema 
districts and most of the Telangana districts 
are reeling under drought conditions 
Especially Anantpur district in Rayalseema is 
reeling under severe drought conditions. 
During the last Andhra Pradesh Assembly 
session also this issue was raised and the 
entire opposition walked out on this issue 
alone. As far as Hyderabad is concerned, for 
the last one month agitations and dharnas are 
going on regarding the drinking water 
problem. So, that is the situation as far as 
Andhra is concerned. 

If we come to Tripura, according to reports, 
there are nearly 500 starvation deaths there. 
There are people selling their children, for SO 
or GO rupees in Tripura. That is the condition 
in Tripura. 

If we come to Orissa, everybody except the 
Minister knows that there are starvation deaths 
in the Kalahandi district. So 1 am unable to 
understand why he has not mentioned about 
the drought situation   in   these  States. 

SHRI K. C. LENKA: Madam, he has made 
an allegation of starvation deaths in Orissa in 
the Kalahandi district. Kalahandi district has 
always been a drought-prone district, but there 
is no information from the State Government 
that there are starvation deaths in that area. 

DR. NARREDDY THULASI REDDY : 
Madam, my point is, by merely mentioning it 
heavens will not fall. But, at least the State 
Government will be alerted. By making a 
statement in Parliament, at least the State 
Government will be altered to make sincere 
efforts. So, to such an extent we can do justice 
here. That is why I am mentioning it. So, my 
question is, will the Minister come back to the 
House with a comprehensive statement again, 
? That is my first question. 

My second point is, the Calamity Relief 
Fund under the Ninth Finance Commission has 
become a shield for the Central Government. 
Under this, the Central Government is 
throwing the entire burden on the States 
themselves and it is escaping from its 
responsibility. That Calamity Relief Fund is of 
the order of Rs. 804 crores per annum for the 
entire country. For this vast nation this amount 
is nothing. This amount is just enough to meet 
the drought conditions in Maharashtra only. 
The Maharashtra Government itself has asked 
for Rs. 879 crores. So, this amount is enough 
for Maharashtra alone. Then what about 
Gujarat ? It has asked for Rs. 650 crores. 
Madhya Pradesh has asked for Rs. 220 crores 
and Karnataka for Rs. 50 crores. And from 
many States they are yet to get the reports. So, 
this amount is meagre. A natural calamity 
should be treated as a national calamity. 

Again the Minister has admitted that the 
Central Government will come into action in  
rarest  of the rare  droiight-conditions. In   my   
opinion,   these   are   the   rarest   of 
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the rare drought conditions prevailing in the 
country. Therefore, will the Minister agree 
that these are the rarest of the rare drought 
conditions and come to the rescue of the State 
Governments ? That is my second point. 

My third point is rsgaiding the Central 
teams. I think the Government is purposefully 
delaying there. It is nothing but ds-)ay tactics. 
So far the Central team has visited only two 
Slates, Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh. Already 
summer is at its peak and there is drinking 
water problem everywhere. Already so many 
starvation deaths are there. What is the reason 
for the delay of the Centra! team in visiting 
the other States ? So my question is, will the 
Government send a Central team immediately 
? You fix a time-frame to send a Central team, 
to give the report and to take action. For each 
of these there should be a time-frame. So. will 
the Government do that ? 

My fourth point is regarding foodgrains. 
Shortage of foodgrains is the major problem in 
the drought affected areas. There are reports 
that in Madhya Pradesh, in the Wadrafnagar 
tehsil of Surguja district, people are forced to 
eat monkeys and cats. This is reported in the 
papers. There are some areas where the people 
are consuming poisonous forest produce. There 
are some areas where the people are eating the 
bark of khejdi trees. There are some areas 
where people are taking only one meal on 
alternate days. Madam, this is what is 
happening in addition to starvation deaths. So, 
the public distribution system should be 
streamlined, should be strengthened in these 
drought-affected areas. Already there is 
rampant corruption in the public distribution 
system. The foodgrains from the fair-price 
shops are diverted to the black market. That is 
naturally happening. In these circumstances, 
especally in the drought-prone areas this will 
happen still more. So, the Government should 
take proper steps and streamline the public 
dstribution system to make a steady flow of 
foodgrains to the fair-price shops and to check 
corruption and diversion of foodgrains to the 
black market. So, what steps 

is  the  Government   going  to  take  in  this 

regard ? 

Then, my fifth point, Madam, is that there 
are hundreds of projects pending with the 
Central Government, that is, the projects of 
Andhra Pradesh and all other States. These 
may be irrigation projects or other projects. As 
far as Andhra Pradesh is concerned, there are 
20 or 30 irrigation projects, major, medium 
irrigation projects, pending with the Govern-
ment for decades together. Everybody knows 
that Rayalaseema is one of the frequent 
drought-affected areas in the country. The 
projects for the Rayalaseema area, the Telugu 
Ganga Project, the Saleri Nagri, Hunda Niva 
and some other major irrigation projects are 
pending since 1983. So also the Polavaram 
Project is pending for two decades, more than 
two decades. If these projects had been 
cleared, Some of the problems of the drought-
affected areas would have been solved. So, 
will the Government give due assurance that 
within 15 days at least it would clear some of 
the pending project? With these projects we 
can provide employment also to the people 
there. 

Then, my another point, Madam, is that in 
some areas in the Camine-relief works people 
are not getting minimum wages. In some 
places they are giving Rs. 15, and in some 
other places they are giving Rs. 5. So, will the 
Government take proper steps to give the 
minimum wages to the workers in the 
drought-affected areas ? 

Then, the next point is regarding fodder. 
Madam, thousands and lakhs of cattle are 
dying everyday. People are sending their cattle 
to slaughter houses with tears. So, Madam, in 
each and every drought-affected district cattle 
camps should be conducted. and cattle fodder 
should be supplied freely. If fodder is not there 
in a district, from the adjacent districts or from 
the adjacent States fodder should be imported 
and supplied adefiuately and freely, to the 
cattle to prevent their death. 

The  next  point,  Madam,  is  that  there are   
some   districts  in   the  country, which 
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[Dr. Narreddy Thulasi Reddy are facing 
drought situation every alternate year. Drought 
is recurring in these districts. Every year, in 
every session almost, we are discussing about 
it. The Assemblies are discussing, and 
Parliament is dissussing about the drought 
condition or the flood situation, but again we 
forget them. So, my question is: will the Gov-
ernment select one district, one frequent 
drought-affected district in each State and 
implement a pilot project therein. Then, these 
projects can be extended to other districts. In 
these pilot projects, water conservation, minor 
irrigation, afforestation, all these items should 
be included. So, my point is : will the 
Government consider this point to select one 
district in each State and to have a pilot project 
therein ? 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRIMATI 
SUSHMA  SWARAJ):   Please  conclude. 

DR. NARREDDY THULASI REDDY: I 
am concluding, Madam. 

Madam, about the crop pattern in some 
States, almost all the States, they are en-
couraging cash crops like sugarcane, tobacco. 
The State Government and the Central 
Government are giving incentives for cash 
crops, but they are ignoring food-grain crops. 
They are ignoring maize, jowar. So, there 
should be a review of these incentives for ;ash 
crops and disincentives for foodgrain crops. 
So, will the Government consider, will the 
Government review this issue ? 

Madam, the last point is regarding drinking 
water. There are some areas where people are 
purchasing drinking water. There are some 
areas where people are taking bath once in a 
way. In my own district there is one place 
named Rayachoti. That is a town with 50,000 
population where people are purchasing water. 
That is the condition there. So, I would like to 
know whether the Government will 
immediately provide at least five crores of 
rupees for provision of drinking water alone in 
the severely drought-affected  districts. 

I would request the hon. Minister to clarify 
on the points raised by me. 
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Government ever thought of a comprehensive 
plan taking into account the totality of   the   
agricultural   sector,   that   is   rural 

development ? 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRIMATI 
SUSHMA SWARAJ): Shri Salaria not here, 
Dr.  Ratnakar Panday not here. Shri 
Vincent. 

SHRI M. VINCENT (Tamil Nadu): Madam 
Vice-Chairman, thank you very much for the 
opportunity being given to me. Year after year 
droughts and floods caused extensive damage 
in our country. In Tamil Nadu, in the year 
1991 an unprecedented flood and cyclone 
wreaked havoc all over the State. Madam, our 
Government  submitted  the  details of the 
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[Shri M. Vincent] loss amounting to Rs. 390 
53 crores to the Central Government. As 
against the demand for Rs. 390.53 crores, the 
Tamil Nadu Government had utilised Rs. 39 
crores from the Natural Calamity Relief Fund 
allocated for the year 1991-92. A meagre sum 
of Rs. 7 crores was given as Special Grant by 
the Centre. Madam, the Central Government 
suggested that the Tamil Nadu Government 
could ask for the Natural Calamity Relief Fund 
of the next year to be used in advance when 
the Tamil Nadu Government was having such 
a financial overburden due to the flood. A 
severe drought has overtaken the entire State 
and affected gravely the 13 districts, namely. 
Kanyakumari. Chidamba-ranar, Nellai, 
Madurai, Anna, Kamarajar, Pasumpon Devai, 
Pudhukottai, Trichy, Coimbatore, Periyar and 
Salem. On the failure of both the south-west 
and the north-east monsoons, Tamil Nadu 
suffered and there was drought. Our Chief 
Minister, Dr. Puratchi Thalaivi, had reviewed 
the drought situation and then and there 
sanctioned Rs. 8.69 crores up to 30-11-91 for 
the relief work. Even after January, 1992 there 
was no rain in Tamil Nadu and the situation 
was reviewed again and an amount of Rs. 6.72 
crores was sanctioned for sinking of 1500 
borewells and transportation of drinking water 
through lorries up to 31-3-1992. 

Due to the prevailing drought for more than 
four months continuously, there was no 
employment for the agricultural labourers. 
Therefore, our Chief Minister sanctioned 
another Rs. 5 crores for labour-oriented 
schemes to the drought-affected districts and 
Rs. 6 crores for drought relief measures from 
1-4-1992. Thus a total sum of Rs. 26.41 crores 
has been spent by the Tamil Nadu 
Government. So far 2500 borewells have been 
sunk. Due to this drought, the Palani 
constituency has been gravely affected. 
Agricultural activities have come to a 
standstill. Paddy and groundnuts raised by lift-
irrigation have dried out. The people are 
suffering for want of even drinking water. 
Water tankers have been pressed into action 
for supply of drinking water from far off 
places. Relief work has been undertaken, 

Madam, never in the history of Kanya-
kumari district rubber plantations have dried 
out so much. In many places of the district 
coconut trees have withered. In Nagercoil, the 
municipality is able to supply drinkng water 
once in six days. The State Relief 
Commissioner has visited all the drought 
affected districts of Tamil Nadu. My demand 
is that the Central team should be sent by the 
Government without any further delay or 
reservations. 1 also demand that a sum of Rs. 
50 crores should be released immediately for 
relief work. 1 request the Centre that it should 
give 100% subsidy to totally waive the crop 
loan granted to the affected farmers of the 
State. The Centre should also instruct the local 
banks to provide necessary financial asistance 
to the affected rubber-growers, coconut 
planters and other commercial crop-growers 
throughout the State. 

Madam, to give relief to the drought and 
flood affected people, Agricultural and Rural 
Debt Relief Scheme was introduced in the 
State earlier years. Tamil Nadu Government is 
already having an additional strain in meeting 
the flood relief expenses of last year. Thus, our 
State's current financial situation makes repay-
ment of the debts incurred under the Agri-
cultural and Rural Debt Relief Scheme not 
really possible. Therefore, towards this 
Scheme the Centre should make available the 
balance amount of Rs. 98.136 crores to 
NABARD to cover the cost of write off. The 
Centre should also meet the entire cost of the 
Scheme and should not require the Tamil Nadu 
Government to bear Rs. 145 crores which is 
50% of the cost of the Scheme. As regards the 
allocation of funds to the States for natural 
calamities, the Central Government has set 
norms as recommended by the Finance 
Commission. These norms for relief will have 
to the changed. 
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"We wish to draw your attention to 
starvation death of Bhura Ahmed 
lhabai, Aged 50 years, resident of 
Surajbari village in Bhachau  Tuluka 

of Kutch District on February  14, 
1992. 

We were moving in Kutch to assess the 
drought situation and the relief work 
undertaken by the Government. 

We visited Bhura Ahmed Jhabai's resi-
dent. His body was still there; but was 
like a skeleton. His wife and he had 
not eaten for over three days. There 
was no food in the house when we 
went  to  the house. 

The couple was engaged in the cons-
truction of a water tank in the village, 
under the Government's relief work 
project. But they had not been paid the 
wages for over four weeks, though the 
wages are to be paid weekly according 
to rules. 

 
The previous two weeks the couple was 

paid Rs. 5.14 and Rs. 4.20 each per 
day. The minimum wage has to be Rs. 
15 per head per day under the relevant 
rules. The situation is the same in 
entire Kutch. 

We feel Bhura's wife Hajarbai should get 
immediate compensation and aid. We 
feel action should be taken against the 
officials guilty of nonpayment of 
wages and violation of minimum 
wages rule which led to Bhura's 
death....". 
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SHRI K. C. LENKA: He is outside the 
country. 

THE  VICE-CHAIRMAN     (SHRIMATI 
SUSHMA SWARAT): He is out of India. 

Madam, I do share the concern expres 
sed by- the  hon. Members  in the House. 
In some pocekets of the country, the 
drought situation is very grave. And, 
accorujgly, the State Governments are 
taking all sorts of measures ---------- 
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SHRI K. C. LENKA : The State Govern-
ments are taking all sorts of measures to meet 
the challeage of the drought situation. Most of 
the Members said that, in my statement, there 
was no mention abdft. the programmes that 
are being executed in the drought areas. 

For the information of the House, I would 
like to point out that in Gujarat, for example, 
the following measures are being taken: A 
Cabinet Sub-committee, under the 
Chairmanship of the Finance Minister, has 
been set up to co-ordinate the relief operations 
in the affected areas. A Special Cell has been 
created, under the direct control of 
Commissioner for Relief, for the movement of 
grass in the State. A Special Cell has also been 
created, under the control of Commissioner 
for Relief, for the movement of grass and 
Cattle Migration Scheme activities. 

A detailed Master Plan for meeting the 
drinking water scarcity has  already been 

prepared and the same is being implemented. 
As on 26th April, 1992, over 4.21 lakh 
persons have been employed in relief works, 
Jawahar Rozgar Yojana and other 
programmes. The State recognised the urgent 
need for taking action for preserving the cattle 
of Kutch district. About 96,000 cattle have 
been shifted to other areas of the State. 

A State-level Relief Committee has been 
constituted, under the Chairmanship of the 
hon. Chief Minister, to; review the relief 
activities in the State and to issue required 
guidelines to the district officials. District 
Relief Committees and Taluka Relief Com-
mittees have been formed by the Government 
to review district/taluka-level problems 
pertaining to drought relief activities. 

In all, 5,927 villages and 74 towns and cities 
would face drinking water problems. At 
present, 860 villages are provided drinking 
water by tanker/HDPE tanks. The total 
requirement of fodder till 30-6-1992 has been 
estimated at about 1,488 lakh kgs. The State 
Government has taken a number  of measures  
to  provide  fodder. 

 

SHRI K. C. LENKA: The Gujarat 
Government has been provided Rs. 85 crores 
under the Calamity Relief Fund. 
{Interruptions) In , 1992, the Gujarat 
Government spent Rs. 80.54 crores, over and 
above the Rs; 85 crores provided to them from 
the Calamity Relief Fund. The Government of 
India has considered the memorandum" and a 
Central team has been sent. 

For the"'information of the House, I would 
like to point out that on 18th May, the inter-
departmental committee will review the 
reports of the Central teams and will take 
decisions for providing additional assistance 
to the States. 
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So far as Maharashtra is concerned— 
question has been asked—I assure the House 
that I am sending the team tomorrow to 
Maharashtra to review the memorandum 
submitted by the Maharashtra Government 
and submit their report as soon as possible so 
that before 18th Maharashtra report can be 
discussed. 

SHRI VITHALRAO MADHAVRAO 
JADHAV : What about the Central team ? 

SHRI K.C. LENKA: The Central team will 
go tomorrow. Your demand was that the team 
should be sent within 48 or 72 hours. The 
Central team will go to Maharashtra 
tomorrow, examine the memorandum there 
and submit the report before 18th so that on 
18th we can take a decision on Maharashtra. 

Madam, next comes the question of 
Madhya Pradesh. In Madhya Pradesh, a 
Cabinet Sub-Committee under the Chair-
manship of the Finance Minister has been set 
up to guide and supervise the relief operation 
there. 

As for the employment generation prog-
ramme, the present scheme is to provide 
employment to the needy persons in the 
affected areas through normal Plan schemes, 
including Jawahar Rozgar Yojana. As on 7th 
March, 1992, 7.18 lakh labourers are being 
employed on about 44,000 works. 

The State Government has given Rs. 1 crore 
to Collectors for conservation of flowing 
water of kachcha bunds across nallahs, small 
rivers and rivulets. 

The State Government has also suspended 
collection of land revenue in the affected areas 
as per the provisions of Madhya Pradesh  land  
revenue  code. 

Due to shortage of rainfall 11019 villages 
and 202 towns of the State are likely to face 
drinking water shortage in the coming months. 
The State Goaernment will be providing 
drinking water by transportation in 450 
villages. No fodder shortage and animal deaths 
have been reported due to drought conditions. 

As regards CRF, Rs. 37 crores have been 
allotted to Madhya Pradesh. About expen-
diture, up to 1991-92 Rs. 26.54 crores have 
been spent. The unspent balance which is with 
them is about Rs. 10.44 crores. But up to 
March 1992 Madhya Pradesh Government has 
spent over and above the CRF Rs. 325.68 
crores. The Central team has already been sent 
to Madhya Pradesh and their report will be 
considered on 18th May. On 18th May the 
Government will take a decision about the 
additional assistance to be given to Madhya 
Pradesh. 

Regarding Maharashtra, Maharashtra 
Government has employed 124 rigs (44 
Government and 80 private) for boring wells 
in the affected areas for providing drinking 
water. 1377 bores were done and all were 
successful and 988 bores have been fitted with 
handpumps. 

As on 18-4-1992 over 7 lakh persons ha\e 
been employed on 10315 employment 
guarantee scheme works. 16054 works on 
shelf having, potential of 13.74 lakh mandays 
have been kept ready. Agricultural 
Universities have been asked to cultivate 
fodder on their land and make it available to 
the affected farmers. One bag of urea at 
subsidized rates is being given to the farmers 
for fodder cultivation. The foodgrains which 
have become unfit for human consumption are 
also being given to farmers for using as cattle 
feed. No migration of cattle has taken place. 
To step up Rabi yields, irrigation facilities are 
being provided without insisting on payment 
of previous arrears. Power supplied to 
irrigation pumps will not be discontinued for 
want of payment of arrears of electricity bills. 
So, these are the programmes being 
undertaken by the  Maharashtra Government. 

The Maharashtra Government has been 
provided Rs. 44 crores under the CRF. But, up 
to December 1991 the Maharashtra 
Government had an excess expenditure of 
about Rs. 25 crores. Tomorrow a Central team 
is going to Maharashtra, and after the 
submission of their report a decision will  be 
taken on Maharashtra. 

Madam, regarding Rajasthan, the Rajasthan 
Government have taken major     relief     
measures     there.      The 
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[Shri  K.  C.  Lenka] 

Slate Government has undertaken all measures 
like employment generation arrangement of 
drinking water, cattle conservation, fodder 
arrangement and gratuitous relief. Shortage of 
drinking water and fodder is in the western 
districts of the State. Relief works have been 
started in 13 desert and tribal districts of the 
State. A labour ceiling of one lakh labourers 
has been fixed for the month of March 1992. 
The State Government has also provided 
employment to about 1.62 lakh persons in 
these districts. 16 cattle camps have been 
opened where about 13,800 cattle are being 
kept. In addition, 50,000 cattle are being fed in 
333 Cattle Feed Centres. About 240 tedder de-
pots have been opened. The State Government 
has provided drinking water in  the affected 
areas through tanks, camel carts, bullock carts, 
etc., in about 400 villages. Gratuitous  relief 
amounting to Rs. 5.20 lakhs has  also  been  
sanctioned. 

Madam, the Rajasthan Government has not 
asked for any additional assistance from the 
Central Government because; up to February 
1992, more than Rs. 200 crores were with 
them under the CRF. So they have not asked 
for any aditionai assistance. We are now 
monitoring the measures being taken by the 
Rajasthan Government. 

As regards Karnataka, the Karnataka 
Government is starting relief works and 
intensifying on-going Plan works to generate 
employment in the affected areas. They are 
providing drinking water facilities to the 
affected areas through sinking of bore wells, 
establishment of mini water supply schemes 
and rejuvenation of hand-pumps. They are 
also ensuring adequate supply of foodgrains to 
the people of the affected villages. 

About Central assistance, they have asked 
for Rs. 50 crores for rsslief measures to 
provide drinkirlg water, fodder arid em-
ployment in the drought affected areas of 
Northern Karnataka. 

SHRI PRAMOD MAHAIAN : Are you 
considering sending any team to Karnataka? 

SHRI K. C. LENKA : No, we are not 
considering   it.   Till   now the   Karnataka 

Government has Rs. 9.20 crores in its hands 
and we don't consider sending a Central team 
there. We advised the Karnataka Government 
to pool all their resources and divert those 
resources to the drought affected pockets so 
that drought can be controlled there. Madam, 
some reports about starvation deaths have 
been discussed here. The reports about the 
starvation deaths due to the drought conditions 
in Madhya Prades'h, Gujarat and Maharashtra 
have appeared in the local and national news-
papers. It is reported in the newspapers that at 
least six tribals died of starvation in in the 
Wadrafnagar Tehsil of the Sarguja District in 
Madhy a Pradesh. Reports about starvation 
death of one person named "Bhura Ahmed" of 
Surajbari in the Bhu, Taluk of the Kutch 
District also appeared in the newspapers. In 
Maharashtra, the newspapers reported that a 
labourer, Shri Subhash Jadhav, of village Itki 
in the Daryapur Talqu of the Amravati 
District, died of starvation. 

[The    Vice-Chairman    (Shrimati    Jayanthi 
Natarajan) In the Chair] 

According to the reports from the State 
Governments, they have enquired into these 
cases of starvation deaths and found that there 
was no substance in any of the reports. The 
State Governments have reported that 
adequate arrangements for employment 
generation and distribution of essential 
foodgrains have been made in critical areas. 

A House Committee of the Gujarat Legis-
lative Assembly, headed by the Leader of the 
Opposition, in its report, stated that Bhura 
died after a short illness caused by 
malnutrition and loss of his body resistance. 
So, this is regarding the reports on starvation 
deaths. 

SHRI SUNIL BASU RAY (West Bengal) :  
Replying in British  style. 
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SHRI K. C. LENKA : Regarding Tripura, a 
question has arisen that as a result of the 
failure of the jhum cultivation in 1991 in 
Tripura, the Government asked about Rs. 5 
crores of additional Central assistance. 
Madam, after considering the demand of the 
State Government, we advised the Finance 
Department to release Rs. 3 crores under the 
CRF to Tripura so that they can control the 
drought situation there. 

Regarding Tamil Nadu, the State Govern-
ment has reported the expenditure up to 
December 9, and it has a positive balance of 
Rs. 7.83 crores in its hands now. The first 
instalment for 1992-93, about Rs. 7.31 crores, 
has already been released to Tamil Nadu. 
Madam, for your information, we have 
released to almost all the States the first 
instalment for 1992-93. If the State 
Governments want and need more money 
also, we are prepared to release the total 
amount of CRF assistance to them at one time 
also. 

As regards Kerala, there is no request for 
assisttance from Kerala for drought-prone 
areas. Kerala has now Rs. 10.23 crores of 
unspent balance, and on 1-4-92 the first 
quarterly instalment of Central assistance 
under the CRF has been released to  Kerala. 

From Orissa no memorandum has been 
received, and there is no information about 
drought there. Accordnig to the State's report, 
the State had, at the end of December, 1991, 
Rs. 19.14 crores as balance already in their 
hands, and the Centre has also released 
recently Rs. 7.44 crores for 1992-93. No 
information about the shortage of funds has 
been reported to the Central Government by 
the State Government. 

As regards Andhra Pradesh we have not yet 
received any memorandum for assistance 
from the State Government. For the 

information of the House, so far as the South-
Western Monsoon is concerned, coastal 
Andhra Pradesh got 30 per cent, Talan-gana 
got minus 2 per cent and Rayalaseema got 25 
per cent. So far as North-Western Monsoon is 
concerned, Coastal Andhra Pradesh got 23 per 
cent, Telengana not minus 25 per cent and 
Rayalaseema got 66 per cent. This is about the 
monsoon of Andhra Pradesh, but no reports 
have come to us about the drought. 

Regarding Bihar there is no memorandum 
for Central Assistance from Bihar. The last 
report on sharing of expenditure was upto July 
1991. They have got a balance of more than 
Rs. 52 crores in their hands. During 1992-93 
also we have released the first instalment of 
Rs. 5.6 crores to Bihar. So, I don't think there 
is any dearth of money with the Bihar 
Government to tackle  the  situation. 

Some Members have talked about, a long-
term perspective plan. For the information of 
the House the Government of India has 
constituted a National Advisory Council on 
the International Decade for Natural Disaster 
Reduction. The decade was declared by the 
UN General Assembly. The main objective of 
the Advisory Council is to formulate a long-
term strategy. Our Government is already 
seized of the task of formulating a long-term 
strategy, for meeting droughts, floods, 
cyclones and other types of natural disasters. 
This Council will advise the Government for 
future planning to tackcle the drought 
situation in the country. 

I will look into the matter and let you 
know. 

Already we are formulating plans for 

dryland farming. During the Eighth Five-Year 
Plan we have given priority to dryland  
farming  areas  and  have   instructed 

 

At the moment I have no information about 
U. P. 
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the State Governments to formulate their plans 
accordingly. Most of the Members have 
spoken on irrigation, wasteland development, 
conservation of soil and so on. Most of the 
Members emphasised on having a 
comprehensive scheme for rural development 
during the Eighth Five-Year Plan in order to 
increase the food production in the country. A 
comprehensive plan has been formulated and 
it will be executed during the course of the 
Eighth Five Year Plan. The Government of 
Uttar Pradesh has informed us that no drought 
conditons exist in Uttar Pradesh. So a new 
request has to come from the Government of 
Uttar Pradesh. 

 

 

SHRI SOM PAL (Uttar Pradesh): Madam 
Vice-Chairman, I will raise three brief points. 

(1) The phenomenon of water-table going 
down in Uttar Pradesh and even in some parts 
of West Uttar Pradesh, I bear him (Shri Ram 
Naresh Yadav) out. Regarding Bundelkhand, 
definitely drought conditions do exist, You 
have got to check it. 

(2) The water-table is going down even in 
the vicinity of Delhi just 60 KMs from here in 
two blocks Binoli in Meerut district and 
Rajpura in Muzaffarnagar district. These have 
already been marked as 'GREY' blocks during 
a survey by the Irrigation Department. The 
other day I was talking to Mr. Vidya Charan 
Shukla, Minister of Water Resources 
regarding this area. He has already received 
reports that in these two blocks thousands of 
tube-wells have failed and drought conditions 
have started. 

(3) There was a news item recently in all 
the national newspapers regarding drought 
conditions in Kerala. I would like the Agri-
culture Minister to shed some light on that 
area also. 

(4) Now we have established diplomatic 
relations with Israel. They have evolved a 
technology wherein the same amount of water 
and fertiliser can cater to three to four times 
the land area. The other day I asked a question 
in this very House about it. Would you like to 
have it studied and start implementing it as 
soon as possible ? 

(5) Just now you have mentioned that 
a comprehensive policy has already been 
evolved. May I know whether you have 
documented it separately ? Can I have 
access to that document or it forms part 
of  the  Eighth  Plan? 

I want the Minister to reply to my points. 

6.00 P.M. 
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SHRI K.C. LENKA: I will ask for a report 
from the Uttar Pradesh Government regarding 
the drought situation and the ground-water 
status in Uttar Pradesh. As regards dry land 
farming schemes for improving the 
productivity of dry land agriculture, the 
Central Government have taken up and are 
vigorously pursuing a water-shed management 
approach. Also, ecological restoration of 
catchment and developing the land resources 
have been at the focus of the Centrally-
sponsored schemes of soil conservation in the 
catchments of river-valley projects .... {Inter-

ruptions) .... areas. National Water-shed 
Development Projects for Rain-fed Areas have 
been taken up and there is an ambitious 
scheme during the Eighth Five-Year Plan 
period to cover nearly 283 million hectares. In 
the Eighth Five-Year Plan, we are going to do 
that. Madam, this is how .... (Interruptions'). 

SHRI SOM PAL : How many hectares did 
you say ? 283 million hectares ? 

SHRI K.C. LENKA: No, 2.83 million 
hectares. That is the stretch of land it will 
cover. 

SHRI PRAMOD MAHAJAN : You did 
not react about the 'food for work' programme. 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: And about 
the Employment Gurantee Scheme. 

SHRI  K.C.  LENKA :   I  am  coming to 
that. 

Actually, when the Prime Minister visited 
Madhya Pradesh, he raised this point and 
discussed it with the Madhya Pradesh officials 
there to find out the possibility of giving food 
to the labourers in conversion of their wages. 
The Prime Minister visited Madhya Pradesh on 
7th April 1992.. He visited Raghunalh Nagar, 
Sarguja District, and Hathnipada, Jhauba 
District. He made the following observations, 
after detailed discussions with the Chief 
Secretary 
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and other officials of the Central and the State 
Government: 

1. some of the gaps existing in the 
delivery system of the Public Distri-
bution System from the time the 
foodgrains arrive at the FCI godowns 
till the time they reach the fair-price 
shops should be eliminated. 

2. A part of the wages in the Rural 
Employment Programme should be 
paid in the form of foodgrains to 
ensure real wages for the people 
participating in the work programme. 

Thirdly, he will depute a ream of officers 
including representatives of the FCI to the 
State to study the foodgrains delivery system 
and take action to improve the same. After he 
came back, a team of officers went to Madhya 
Pradesh. (Interruptions) 

SHRI PRAMOD MAHAJAN : Is the Food 
for Work Programme applicable to the entire 
country or is it applicable to Madhya Pradesh 
only ? 

SHRI K.C. LENKA : That is in Madhya 
Pradesh. He has indicated that. Actually, the 
Food for Work programme has stopped 
because various State Governments found 
difficulty in providing food to the laboureers 
who are engaged in the daily work. Actually, 
the food was to be supplied by the FCI. The 
State Government has to deposit the money 
with the FCI. The FCI could not supply it. 
What happened ? In some places, the Food for 
Work Programme was not executed properly. 
Some malpractices were also found there. The 
same problem still exists. 

SHRI PRAMOD MAHAJAN : How are 
you trying to implement the Prime Minister's 
order  ? He has given you orders in respect of 
Madhya Pradesh. 

SHRI K. C. DENKA : This is in respect ©f 
limited pockets where the drought exists ard  if 
gome quantity of foodgrains can be given as a 
part of wages to the labourers,] 

A team   of   officers   was sent to Madhya 
Pradesh to discuss this issue with them. 

SHRI H. HANUMANTHAPPA : Sir, for 
Food for Work Programme, the FCI procures 
only wheat and rice. The labourers who are 
working in the fields do not require wheat and 
rice and wheat and rice supplied by the FCT is 
going into the market. The ordinary labourers 
are not using this wheat and rice. They want 
coarse grains like Ragi, Jowar and Bajra which 
they generally use. So the Karnataka 
Government has requested that instead of 
taking wheat and rice for the Food for Work 
Programme, they may be permitted to take 
Ragi, Jowar and Bajra etc. and the Government 
of India can reimburse the same. But that 
proposal has been pending for the last four 
years. Actually, wheat and rice goes to the 
market. The contractors, the engineers and the 
supervisors, sell away the same in the market 
and pay only the wages. Our labourers are not 
accustomed to wheat and rice. They want 
coarse grains. If these coarse grains are given 
in the form of wages, it will be useful to them. 
Otherwise, only the middle man is making 
money by selling wheat and rice in the market. 
Will the Minister consider this and permit the 
State Government to distribute corase grains as 
wages in place of wheat and rice under the 
Food for  Work  Programme ? 

SHRI K. C. LENKA : That 1 will consi 
der .........    (Interruptions). 

SHRI H. HANUMANTHAPPA: They do 
not want wheat and rice. They want staple 
food. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRIMATI 
JAYANTHI NATARAJAN) : He has said that 
he will consider it. 

SHRI K. C. LENKA : As regards the visit 
of the Central team, most of the Members 
asked why the Central team is not suo motu 

going to the States to enquire about the 
scarcity and drought situation. Madam, the 
Central team can be considered to be sent only 
on the reponse' of the memorandum submitted 
by the State 
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Government. After considering the memo-
randum and the dimension of the situation 
existing in the State, we decide to which State 
we can send the Central team. Those States 
which have not submitted any memoranda, how 
can the Central team go there ? (Interruptions). 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY : Madam, I 
want a specific answer from the Minister 
about the Southern Grid. This can be done by 
connecting various rivers. This will help in 
solving the drought situation to a great extent. 
The Minister is not responding to it. 

SHRI K.C. LENKA: I have said already that 
many valuable suggestions have been given by 
various members. 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY : The 
Government is spending crores of rupees 
every year on drought. Why can't they have a 
concrete programme right from Orissa from 
where the hon. Minister comes, to Kerala ? 

SHRI K. C. LENKA : Many hon. Members 
have made valuable suggestions to improve 
the agriculture and irrigation system in the 
country. Those suggestions will be looked 
into. Madam, I can assure the House that we 
will make all efforts to control the drought and 
to meet the challenge. The challenge is not so 
great. The challenge is not out of control 
because in 1987 there was a drought and the 
Congress Government could control it and that 
drought existed in more than 11 States of the 
country. Now it is in 4 or 5 States. So that 
situation has not arisen which can be out of 
control. The Government is taking all sorts of 
measures to control the drought situation in the 
country and no stone will be left unturned to 
tackle the situation in the country so far as the 
Government of India is concerned. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRIMATI 
JAYANTHI NATARAJAN) : Now we will 
have the reply to the clarifications on 
the statement made by the Minister................. 
(Interruptions)   ....  He is finished .................  
(tnterruptions)   -----   No; many questions 
have been asked, 

Shri Arjun Singh. 

STATEMENT BY MINISTER 

Modifications   to   the   National   Policy   on 

Education  (NPE) 1986—contd. 

THE MINISTER OF HUMAN RE-
SOURCE DEVELOPMENT (SHRI ARJUN 
SINGH) : Madam, I am very grateful to the 
hon. Members of the House for having taken 
very keen interest in the Policy document that 
was placed on the Table of the House and this 
will tesify for the fact that a large number of 
hon. Members not only reacted to the sepcific 
Policy formulations, but going even beyond 
that, some very valuable suggestions were 
made for improvement and also for tackling 
specific problems in the field of education. 
Madam, the Policy having been framed, the 
plan of action under the policy  now will have 
to be attended to, to bring it up to date with 
the new Policy formulations. I can assure the 
hon. Members of this House that their valuable 
suggestions made with regard to improvement 
in the sphere of Education shall be attended to 
fully in the preparation of the plan of action 
which ultimately will again come to this House 
sometime in the next Session. 

There are specific points raised by the hon. 
Members which, I think, I should now address 
myself to. One was about the sanctity of the 
entire National Policy of Education formulated 
in 1988 by the late Prime Minister, Shri Rajiv 
Gandhi. I was very distressed, Madam, to hear 
from an hon. Member that this Policy was a 
relic of .our colonial past and we have not 
made any departure from the Policies that were 
pursued during the British colonial rule. In all 
humility, but firmly I would like to refute this 
insinuation. Let us beware that after we 
achieved independence, eminent people in the 
sphere of education, persons like Dr. Sarvapalli 
Radhakrishnan, persons like Dr. Kothari, were 
given the responsibility to review and 
recommend changes in the policies and the 
programmes for education in an Independent 
India. I just can't imagine that anyone could 
even suggest that persons of such emiaencc 
adopted the colonial past as the frasae-work 
for the education of a free India. 


